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Circle Number 65

Move over Sir Isaac,
there is a new
King of Gravity!
Not since that infamous apple fell on Sir Isaac Newton’s head
has there been bigger news in gravity. For Quality and
Affordabilty, Speedways Conveyor is the new King of Gravity.
AN UNBEATABLE PRODUCT LINE

QUALITY GRAVITY CONVEYOR
AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE
Speedways uses quality conveyor
components including steel gears and
hardened bearings preventing early wear
and tear and galvanized rails and coated
rollers to prevent corrosion. Our geared
pallet controls are the longest lasting in
the industry. AND - nobody can beat
our price! Because of our extensive
industry experience, we are able to
provide reliable, long lasting conveyor systems at economical prices.

From a basic conveyor to entire conveyor
systems, Speedways has a product to
suit your gravity conveyor needs.
Our product line offers everything from
simple Skatewheel to Heavy Load
Hardened Roller, from Centrifugal Speed
Controllers to Pallet Flow Rails.
No matter what the gravity of your
situation is, Speedways has you
covered.

• Skatewheel Conveyor
TRUST IN OUR EXPERIENCE
• Roller Conveyor
Founded in 1932, Speedways is one of
the oldest and most reliable conveyor
companies in the United States. For over 70
years, Speedways has provided industry leading
system solutions to meet logistic application needs.
Speedways Conveyors was an early innovator in gravity
and power conveyors. Our current product line reflects
our proud heritage. Our experienced, knowledgable staff
can specify and build systems to meet your specific
requirements.

• Heavy Duty Roller Conveyor
• Skatewheel Pallet Flow Rails
• Roller Pallet Flow Rails
• Washdown Environment Systems
• Conveyor System Design and
Manufacture

Speedways–The King Of Gravity Conveyors
Speedways Conveyors, Inc.
1210 E. Ferry St., Buffalo, NY 14211
Phone: 800-800-1022 or 716-893-2222 or Fax: 716-893-3067
E-mail: dbuckley@speedwaysconveyors.com
Internet: www.speedwaysconveyors.com

“The King of Gravity Conveyor”
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In This Issue:

Special Focus
on Global
Logistics
It is no secret to anyone
in business today that we
are in a global economy.
Ripples in one part of the
world are sure to affect the
other parts. And the competition for sales, profits,
innovations, resources
(including human
resources), and overall
market share is now global
in nature.
This issue includes a special focus on globalization.
Included is a report on the
latest developments in
Panama's Free Trade Zone.
The famous canal has long
been known for its benefits
in promoting international
logistics. But today, with
the expansion of the Free
Trade Zone, Panama has
become a central point for
supply chain logistics,
including multi-modal
transportation and valueadding manufacturing and
service facilities.
Anyone having a supply
chain extending into the
Orient has to consider the
factors involved in doing
business, and particularly
logistics, in China. An articlein this issue explores

DBMJ

the rapid transformations
going on in that country,
and the opportunities they
present. Tighter margins,
an economic slowdown,
and general inefficiencies
are demanding significant
cost reductions in logistics-related activities. An
article by D. Menachof on
how centralized purchasing can be a source of savings in the area of inventory is included here.
In the final analysis, people still make the difference. An educated work
force operating in missionoriented teams provides a
better alternative to chasing cheap labor around the
globe in an effort to hold
down costs. As maintained in the article
"Manufacturing in the 21st
Century," the answer lies
in converting our traditional concepts of education
into that of a workforce
preparation system. In so
doing, we will be making
best use of our most
important resource, people, in the global competitive race for profits and
market share.
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Letter From the Editor

People Still Make the
Difference
Is chasing cheap labor around the
world the best way to hold down
costs and enhance global supply
chain management? One contributing author to this issue, Richard
Titone, says no (Manufacturing in
the 21st Century). Instead, he
advocates major changes in our
education concepts to help workers
meet the challenges of the 21st
century workplace.
The first step, says Titone, is to
move away from the long-held concept of division of labor initiated by
early 20th century management
guru Frederick Taylor. Taylor's concept was to limit workers to one or
a very few specific tasks designed
by management. The efficiencies
of this method in assembly line
processes in automotive and other
industries is well known. It was
especially effective given Henry
Ford's alleged dictum, "You can
have any color you want, as long as
it's black."
Today's needs in a scenario of custom manufacturing and global competition require a vast paradigm
change. Nothing less than a shift
from the "non-thinking worker" to
the empowered "thinking worker." is
required.
A stellar example of how the thinking worker might operate is provided by the self-directed or self-managed work team. The work team
concept, which promotes an organi-

zational structure much flatter than
the traditional one, has been shown
to work. However, it requires support from top management and a
departure from the traditional paradigm involving decision making
from top down only, and information systems designed to support
top management only.
A midwestern manufacturer of
conveyor hardware implemented a
successful work-team program
recently. Here, although mentored
by a manager/coach, the teams are
accountable for their own performance. Individual team members
assume responsibility and make all
decisions regarding workplace
operations--as opposed to merely
making "employee suggestions."
The team members rotate in different roles on the team. Workers
buy into the process, use "brain
power," and enjoy improved morale.
Increased productivity and quality,
and continuous improvement, are
the result. The benefits of opening
up the power of the "thinking worker" and flattening the organization
chart can be enormous.
Education and training are the key
to making work teams work. At the
above-mentioned conveyor manufacturer, classroom training is provided during company hours, as a
team goes through various phases
in its development as an
autonomous, decision-making,
working team. However, with the
power of the computer and the
Internet, many other training
resources are available today
besides the traditional classroom
setting.
"Distance education" is one term
used for web-based learning systems. Performed in real time, they
can replicate classroom settings,
except that the "classroom" consists
of individuals at their terminals, all
plugged into the same "lecture" provided over the Internet.
Presentations can be made using
PowerPoint slides, as well as socalled "white boards" or electronic
chalk boards that the instructor can
use.
Real-time presentations from sites
such as remote labs can also be
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used. And, the session can be
made interactive, so the student
can key in a question, for example-the electronic equivalent of raising
his or her hand. Although real-time
seems to be the preferred method,
the sessions can be archived for
later use or review (or to serve as
"makeup sessions" for those missing the live presentation). "Chat
rooms" "can be set up for breakout
sessions and brainstorming. The
interactive feature also permits
instructors to deliver quizzes that
can be administered online or
offline. The program permits special attention to be given to individual students, depending on their
needs.
In some cases, the "student body"
can be a combination of local students (in a traditional classroom
setting, at a plant, for example) and
distance learners. Voice capability
can be provided. Access to white
boards can be achieved with
mouse clicks or electronic pens.
Students can "go to class" from
practically any location, using a laptop.
The bottom line is that delivery
systems of this type open up a
whole new realm of possibilities for
the training of thinking workers.
Just as Frederick Taylor's method of
dividing labor up into one or two
small, specific tasks must give way
to the accomplishment of work
with teams of thinking, empowered
workers, so must the traditional
classroom method of education
and training broaden out to include
the variety of learning methods that
technology now makes possible.
In the final analysis, America's core
asset--its people--will make the difference as U.S. companies compete and succeed in the global marketplace.

Ray Kulwiec
Executive Editor

Circle Number 68
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Letter From the Publisher

Learning from the Past,
Looking Toward the Future

•Third, never underestimate the
value of people. Remember educated workforces that are enfranchised to make a difference give a
company a competitive edge.
Hopefully this issue of the journal
will provide useful information that
you can practically apply to
improve your current situation.
Also bound into this issue is the
show directory for the Distribution
Business Management's Annual
Conference in Las Vegas in 2003.
The conference, like the journal, is
designed to educate you about
best supply chain practices. It
also showcases different ways to
automate your operations and
manage your employees. After
all, pooling your labor force into
productive teams will only go so
far unless you automate your
operations.
This year has presented many
challenges, particularly for companies dealing with manufacturing
and logistics. We hope you will
find solutions, whether they lie in

education. Details about this program and a Special Achievement
Profile on one of the graduates are
highlighted in the issue.
With the DBM03 conference

From left to right, Jack Thorn and Amy Thorn, DBM
congratulate SDBM graduates Ray Allen, Pharmavite,
Mike Devenney, Distribution Fulfillment Services with
Dr. Michael Crum, Ohio State University, who awarded the diplomas at the graduation ceremony.

upon us we are already looking
ahead to our plans for DBM 2004.
It will be held on June 14- 16,
2004 at Navy Pier in Chicago. The
2004 conference will again raise
the bar for logistics education.
For the most up-to-date informa-

W

We live in a global
economy of interdependence particularly
in logistics. This issue highlights
different approaches to doing
business internationally ranging
from Panama's Free Trade Zone to
Logistics in China. We must as
manufacturers and businesses
change our methodologies in
order to stay competitive in a
global economy that emphasizes
inexpensive labor. An alternative
and hopeful approach for industrialized nation's can be found in the
article "Manufacturing in the 21st
Century."
Of course remaining agile in our
fast-paced, unforgiving economy
requires a multi-step approach:
• First you have to stay informed
about the new best-of-breed technologies and automated solutions
available in the marketplace today.
•Second you must be knowledgeable. Understanding the
broad spectrum of the supply
chain may be easy but applying
that information to streamline the
way you do business is not.

Navy Pier, Chicago, site of DBM2004 Conference, June 14-16. Go to www.dcenter.com for more details.

the pages of this journal or at the
DBM Conference. The conference transcends our traditional
concepts of education by incorporating a Supply Chain Execution
lab that provides a hands-on
approach to learning. Each
attendee takes home the best
solution for their unique situation.
Education continues to remain
the hallmark of the journal and the
DBM Association. The Specialist
Diploma in Distribution Business
Management has been designed
in cooperation with a multitude of
Universities to offer busy professionals an alternative approach to
7

tion on the DBM conferences
please visit our web site at
www.Dcenter.com.
In closing, I hope the DBM
Journal is a source of worthwhile
information that helps simplify
your workload and improves the
quality of your workplace.

AmyThorn,
Publisher

Circle Number 69

DBMJ
Industry Roundup
A review of trends and developments
in 2003 up until press time
WoF Conference
Spotlights Defense
A special track covering America's
defense and securement of the supply
chain was featured at the Warehouse of
the Future 2002 event. A look at the Six
Sigma process for both military and
industry uses was provided by Col.
Joseph Walden, Deputy Commander
for Logistics for the U.S. Army's
National Training Center. Walden noted
that Six Sigma is a business process
focused on the customer. It uses metrics to calculate the success of everything an organization does. Through
Six Sigma, companies constantly question every process and every step.
Sources of errors are pinpointed, and
ways to eliminate them are identified.
The approach seeks to minimize waste
and process variation, while increasing
customer satisfaction. Bottom-line
improvements are the result.
A system to streamline the industrial/military complex was discussed by
Dr. O. Keith Helferich, V.P., Integrated
Strategies, Inc., and Supply Chain
Management Faculty, Central Michigan
University. Helferich noted that any
disaster management process should
include five stages--planning, mitigation,
detection, response, and recovery. He
said that access to inventory is a critical
part of recovering from supply chain
damage in either military or industrial
sectors. An example is an on-line system used by the power industry having
capabilities to help locate, buy, and sell
engineered parts worldwide.
As battle space becomes more
dynamic, commanders will require
timely and accurate information to
process, analyze, and use for decision
making, and then disseminate it quickly
to initiate rapid and decisive actions.
Such information processing is part of
the role of focused logistics to support
decisive operations, according to
Lieutenant Commander Timothy Tate,
U.S. Navy Supply Corps. Tate outlined
the steps in the focused logistics
process as 1) Identify the mission, 2)
identify specific tasks to be executed
for the mission, 3) identify modes of
transportation, 4) take only what is
needed, 5) leverage industry proven
technology, 6) leverage industry proven
methodology, 7) reverse engineer all

processes based on the ultimate task,
and 8) keep in mind that configuration
management is the key.
Other features of the conference
included the keynote presentation, "A
passion for nimbleness: a survival
guide," by Dr. James Tompkins, president of the total operations consulting
and integration firm Tompkins
Associates, Raleigh, NC. Tompkins
noted that these are challenging times.
He said the pace is unbelievable, and
that the future is not based on the past.
And, unfortunately, there are no easy
answers. However, challenges are
opportunities. Thus, Tompkins added,
pace is an opportunity. The future
demands the harnessing of change, he
said, and also it belongs to those who
turn obstacles into opportunities.
Finally, the future belongs to those who
are nimble. Elements of the survival
guide outlined by Tompkins include
communications, a focus on selling
value, a 360 deg vision, the provision of
proper incentives, a supply chain mentality, a focus on core competencies,
and the understanding that knowledge
has replaced capital.

News in the Field
Accu-Sort Systems and Cognex partner
to develop machine vision systems to
be used on high-speed package conveyor lines. The technology provides
added information on package and
product data not available in linear or
two-dimensional bar codes. Radcliffe
Systems becomes Radcliffe Datahorse.
The company is a provider of software
and services packages. ShipNow, Inc.,
a developer of TMS software for highvolume parcel shippers, opens its first
European office, based in France. The
move should help U.S. clients that ship
internationally or have overseas DCs,
and also open new markets for the
company's server software. Irista
announces a new suite of software
products that combines WMS, TMS,
and supply chain event management
applications for distributors, 3 PLs, and
manufacturers. Ann Arbor Computer
partners with TAYLOR Systems
Engineering to integrate voice technology into its WMS product for managing
mid-tier warehouse and DC operations.
Lockheed Martin Distribution
9

Technology Division was hired by the
USPS to install an automated smallpackage processing/sorting system in
74 postal facilities. David M. Gabrielsen
becomes president and CEO of Ranpak
Corp., a manufacturer and distributor of
paper-based packaging systems.

Industrial Trucks from
Ireland
Two varieties of Irish-made industrial
trucks with special features for distribution center and plant operations were
displayed at the recent ProMat 2003
exhibition in Chicago. A four-directional
lift truck from CombiLift Ltd. is designed
primarily to handle long loads (pipe,
tube, lumber) in confined areas. Unlike
a four-way electric lift truck, however, it
can work outdoors as a sideloader, as
well. The Combilift can operate in
aisles as narrow as 80 in. and, at the
touch of a button, converts from forward drive to sideways mode. The
vehicle can then travel sideways in the
direction of the load. Power options are
diesel or LP gas. With an LP gas
engine, the truck can operate indoors
and outdoors, serving the combined
functions of a conventional counterbalanced forklift, a 4-way electric narrowaisle forklift, and a conventional sideloader. Lift capacities range to 17,000
lb and heights to 23 ft. A 3-way catalytic converter ensures reduced emissions. In the U.S. the company is located at Spring, TX
(combilift@sbcglobal.net).
Another truck from Ireland with
indoor-outdoor capabilities is an LPG
powered articulated lift truck from
Aisle-Master Ltd. Because the AisleMaster can operate indoors and outdoors it can do the work of both
indoor electric reach trucks (operating
in aisles as narrow as 78 in.) and
engine-powered outdoor counterbalanced forklifts, according to the manufacturer. The articulated design allows
the operator to drive to the center of
the pallet in a rack, turn the steering
and mast through 90 deg, then drive
directly into the pallet. Having
retrieved the pallet the operator reverses out while unwinding the steering
wheel. Outside, the unit's large cushion tires and hydrostatic drive make
loading and off-loading possible in
semi-rough yards. Ramps or gradients
are handled well by the machine's 70hp engine. Load capacities range to
4400 lb, and lift heights to 30 ft. A 3way catalytic converter also is available. The company's U.S. location is
Marietta, GA (joe.obrien@aisle-master.com).

Refereed Article:

The Payoff
from Better
Logistics
An analysis of how centralized procurement can help
reduce inventory levels at Cadbury Schweppes
By David A. Menachof, Ph.D., Cass Business School, City University, London
and Cyril Baba Ikozoboh, Cass Business School, City University, London

s part of value management responsibility, Group
Procurement Director,
Ngawang Lobsang’s mandate is to
cut £150 Million over the next four
years, from a Cadbury Schweppes
purchasing budget of £3.2 Billion .
One of the tools at his disposal is
centralized procurement. Cadbury
Schweppes has "a strong tradition
of business unit autonomy". While
maintaining the strengths this gives,
the company aims to leverage
across business units, by treating
some parts of procurement as
shared activities.
Currently, cocoa is one of the few
goods purchased centrally.
However, the centralization train is
gaining momentum. For example,
smaller commodities like almonds
and peanuts have been included in
the list of centralized ingredients.
For this reason, this project was
approved by Director of
Procurement Operations Lawrence
Copeland and Global Sector
Manager for Ingredients John
Bawden, to analyze the effect of
centralized procurement on inventory levels in the Cadbury Schweppes
supply chain, with a main focus on
almonds and peanuts. The objective
was to measure released money to
the business.
Cadbury Schweppes PLC (CSPLC)
currently has between 35,000 and
45,000 suppliers globally. Although
not a direct objective of centralization, supplier reduction is an
inevitable outcome. The company
selected to be the centralized ingre-
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dient-provider for the majority of
nut products was Bond
Commodities Ltd, a London-based
trading and logistics firm. With
Bond came the concept of a Hub
provider. The Hub concept is a
supply network of companies tactically controlled by the hub
provider, to reduce costs, improve
responsiveness, and lower inventories. In effect, Cadbury Schweppes
is looking to contract out its ingredients supply function, in order to
focus on its core competence as a
manufacturing company.
In this project we examined the
impact of such divestiture, and its
purpose as a strategic tool for
reducing inventory levels in the
Cadbury Schweppes supply chain
for two products (almonds and
peanuts), as Cadbury Schweppes
strives for better management of
working capital.
Figure 1. Working Capital

Figure 1 shows the nature and
inter-relationship of working capital.
In this example, the firm starts with
cash, which it invests in raw materials and outsourced components
(thus increasing inventory).
Additional inventory can be bought
on trade credit, thus increasing
creditors. From here, further cash is
expended and further trade credit
obtained to enable production of finished goods, which are eventually
sold on credit and hence debtors
are increased. Eventually the debtor
pays and the firm’s cash and bank
balance rise. From the cash balances the creditors are to be repaid.
This process can be described as
the process of "doing business".
Managing working capital is a key
activity in managing the business.
However, where this theoretically
simple model breaks down is when
inventory levels climb or inventory
turnover is not high enough to generate the cash levels needed to pay
off the creditors in the ensuing
period.
The technique adopted by Cadbury
Schweppes to manage its inventory
is a hybrid of strategically outsourcing the extended supply chain management function and outsourcing
the procurement function. This
involves selecting from a range of
suppliers, one that is capable of
managing the extended supply
chain, such that inventory is held in
the system, but not as a stagnant
volume in a particular location.
Rather, the inventory is managed by
this "Hub provider" to ensure that
stock is dynamic through the supply
chain processes, to arrive at

Inventory

Cash
Trade
Credit

(Raw Materials and
bought in components

Production

Inventory

Debtors

Sales
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Cadbury Schweppes just when
needed. This requires items like
specialized knowledge of buying
cycles to attain a best-hedged position, special relationships with carriers for best pricing on land and sea
movements, and other such special
benefits. The goal for "A" inventory
items was to bring down inventory
levels to 5 days.

Working with Partners
One of CSPLC’s self-imposed constraints was that they must reduce
inventory throughout the supply
chain. They cannot just shift inventory holdings to suppliers. This,
they rightly felt, would eventually
lead to suppliers passing on the
added costs back to them. Of
course, any changes to the system
must be sustainable, and become
standard practice in the future. It
seemed that with such effort being
expended to revamp the supply
chain, this must not be just perceived as a one-time effort, and
then back to "business as usual"
which led them to this situation in
the first place.

nation of all three strategies is
expected to deliver a measured
benefit, adding to shareholder value.
But how do you measure performance of the strategy?
The aim of the project was to
increase shareholder value, and the
appropriate measure of the strategy
must lie in its ability to do so.
Financial measures would highlight
such a contribution, and the primary
ways in which the effects of centralization is observed are:
1. Profit and Loss Statement : a
reduced cost of goods as a result of
economies of scale
2. Balance Sheet: Increased cash
as a result of cost of goods savings
3. Balance Sheet: Reduced inventory as a result of a smaller buffer
stock requirement.
[Note: This approach does not propose a reduction in working capital,
as that would depend on executive
management decisions on how the
cash generated is used. If maintained as cash, the net effect on
working capital is zero. However,
the majority of managers release
cash to benefit from the opportunity
cost of its prior use].

Figure 2. The Peanut Project

CS
hq

CS Global business units

Bond

Worldwide nut suppliers

The hub system at work with Bond Commodities as lead supplier

Cadbury Schweppes PLC (CSPLC)
simultaneously adopted three
strategies in March 2001. The company: 1) centralized procurement,
2) reduced the number of suppliers,
and 3) implemented the hub concept
Having already centralized procurement for its major commodity,
cocoa, the company rolled out centralization to a select number of
other commodities, peanuts and
almonds among them.. The combi-

This project focuses on the third
point, and aims to measure the
impact of these strategies on inventory levels. It is expected that
Cadbury Schweppes stock inventory
holding will be reduced. However,
the Directors at CSPLC are not just
concerned with CSPLC stock holding. "It is pointless reducing CSPLC
inventory levels, only to discover
that inventories have just been
pushed to our suppliers". Their interest extends to pipeline stock in the
11

extended supply chain, and thus
avoiding the seesaw effect of the
strategy is a primary goal.
This exercise would review CSPLC
stock holding and that of its supply
chain companies to determine if:
•The inventory at CSPLC has
reduced
•The inventory has not just been
pushed into the companies that
form the CSPLC product supply
chain.
Once the "Hub System" was implemented, and Bond was committed
to providing a global 5-day service
to any CSPLC production facility
world-wide, the need to measure
the results was paramount.
Basically, the system was up and
running, but was it effective?
The Key to Measuring or
Finding the Key
Before we could even provide the
answer, we found several roadblocks limiting our ability to input
the data into our analysis. The
main issues were:
• Insufficient historic data at
warehouse (contracted by Bond)
• Insufficient historic data at nut
processor (contracted by CSPLC)
• Insufficient historic data at CSPLC
(even with SAP R/3)
• Too much level of detail on
available data at CSPLC.

The warehouse only held paper
copies of stock levels, dating back 6
months. This information was kept
in case a client (such as CSPLC)
required it. Although weekly stock
information was created and faxed
to CSPLC, there is no evidence of
computer back ups or storage. The
data is updated weekly, leaving only
a paper copy as record.
Furthermore, beyond the 6-month
horizon, information was seldom
required and as such it was duly discarded. Similarly, the processor
found little need to hold historic
stock holding data. Typically stock
was dispatched as soon as it was
processed. The key reason however,
for the apparent lack of historic data
lies in the traceability of raw material held to a particular client, as the
processor handled goods for a
number of clients. Finally, at CSPLC
historic stock holding records were
difficult to collate, and when identi-

fied, were observed to be too
detailed to be used except in the
event of a one-time reference
source of information. Data took
the form of old mainframe computer-generated boxes-of-printouts,
detailing warehouse stock holding
for each individual CSPLC ingredient, requiring the researcher to individually pick out and manually log
daily stock information, which
dated back only a few months.

Why did These Limitations
Exist?
The reasons identified for the existence of these limitations were as
follows:
•No requirement for historic data:
There has been up until now, no driving need for the type of information we were attempting to extract
from the system. Although this
information is useful for global
inventory management and analysis,
at the business unit level it would
appear to have had no prior use.
•No process for collecting and
storing data: Although weekly
reports are generated (a process in
itself), the collation of this information into a useful format for storage
is not a process undertaken at
CSPLC. Rather, hard copies are
maintained for reference purposes
and for day to day decision making.
•No appropriate tool for storing
data: If the process existed, then
simple tools for storing this information (like Microsoft Excel) could be
used. In the absence of the
process, some select pieces of software would have automatically
stored this information, making it
available for archiving. However the
software currently used by the
warehouse is updated weekly, with
previous data being being lost.
•No ownership: Part of process
mapping is clear allocation of ownership. If there is no owner to the
process, then the process will not
be carried out.
•No stakeholder: This point concludes the reasons by identifying
that the key to the existence of such
limitations is found in the supply
chain management culture at
CSPLC. Here it can be observed
that CSPLC did not give due recog-
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nition to the importance of holding
this information for future analytical
purposes.
Other problems that were noted
were that transactions entered into
the CSPLC system recorded currency values of the transactions and
not quantity values. As price fluctuates, the quantity varies. Luckily,
however, some budgeting data used
standardized cost values for the raw
materials, regardless of the actual
cost paid, and thus quantities were
able to be surmised for the years
2000 and 2001. This allowed us to
compare the inventory levels before
and after implementation of the Hub
System with Bond Commodities.

The Results
When measuring the same 7month period before and after
implementation, the results were
very promising for peanuts. In the
UK, there was a 54% decrease in
stock holdings. For CadburyCanada, the decrease was almost
23%. UK peanuts, on the other
hand, showed a 54% reduction in
average monthly stock holding. This
equates to a monthly reduction of
£11K on this commodity in the UK,
as a result of the hub system and
£18K (converted) a month reduction
in the Canadian stock holdings.
(The usage of peanuts is more than
three times greater in Canada than
in the UK, reflecting local tastes).
However, not everything went as
planned. In the UK, where Bond
Commodity’s influence as a hub
provider is most evident, the results
show a 3.8% increase in average
monthly stock holding of almonds,
over the 7 months since the hub
concept was implemented. This
equates to an extra £22K of Almond
stock held each month in the UK
(since the hub was implemented).
The UK accounts for more than
50% of Cadbury-Schwepps almond
usage.
An investigation as to what might
have caused the increase was started. It appears to have been the
result of CSPLC tactically holding
extra stock as it embarks on a period of change, an unknown.
Materials controllers uncertain as to
the outcome of this change might
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hold extra stock to cover for uncertainty. In addition, in the world market for almonds during the time,
there were concerns as to the certainty of supply, and thus the desire
to have safety stock onhand.
Although this is the opposite of
what was desired, it proved to be an
important lesson in the need to disseminate the "hub concept" to everyone involved in procurement on a
global scale.

What Drives the Hub
Concept at CadburySchwepps
The traditional scenario of the customer owning and driving the relationship is under challenge. Suppliers
no longer have this passive/reactive
nature about them. For example this
project was arranged following Bond
Commodity’s proactive striving for
developing and enhancing business
practices and relationships between
the two companies.
Since the recession in the 1990’s
forced many companies to refocus
direction, a pursuit of core activities
initiated a trend for streamlining the
supply chain and the emergence of
single source responsibility . As a
consequence, while ownership
remains unchanged, successful suppliers are beginning to appear who
are willing to influence the relationship in a more consultative and
proactive manner, recommending
and designing added value solutions.
This trend, coupled with the technology revolution, is enabling customers
and suppliers to continually raise
their expectations of each other, and
the concept of 'preferred customer'
is now just as critical as that of 'preferred supplier'. The Hub system is a
strategic alliance between Cadbury
Schweppes PLC and Bond
Commodities LTD, referred to by the
CSPLC Directors as "Shared Destiny".
Some of the advantages highlighted by Bond Commodities include:
•Economies of scale resulting in
better freight rates: Bond
Commodities is a part of the Spectre
group and as such benefits from certain privileges. One such benefit is in
the payment of demurrage charges.
Whereas the normal practice is a 5
day period before demurrage

BHS is a
proud member
of the industry
Advisory panel
for DBM

www.dcenter.com
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charges begin to amass, members
of the Spectre group can enjoy up
to 25 days before demurrage payments accumulate. Bond commodities can therefore utilize this facility
as a means of saving on warehousing costs (receiving, handling, and
shipping).
•Planning for all sites prevents the
use of multiple buffer stock, potentially saving on rented storage space
and releasing money to the business.
•In the past, CSPLC would have
used a firmed planning horizon,
usually in the area of 3 months, as
is the practice in industry. The contractual agreement between
Cadbury Schweppes PLC and Bond
Commodities permits CSPLC to give
as little as five days notice. This
should in the long run significantly
reduce inventory levels at CSPLC.
•Economies of scale advantages
are also enjoyed by suppliers further
down the chain (i). One big contract

is put in place, (ii). Continuous production runs will lead to consistency
of quality, (iii). One point of contact
is established in the hub provider,
who would deal with all problems
along the extended supply chain.
(iv). Longer runs can also lead to a
reduction of waste.
•Bond becomes a specialist in
saving time. For example its ability
to land bridge deliveries across the
United States now saves 10 days.
This time saving can help Bond
avoid buying from the spot market
in the event of increased CSPLC
demand.

Final Thoughts
If all goes well, the hub system on
its own can save CadburySchwepps almost £62m of the goal
of £150 reduction in costs from
inventory reduction alone. Other
savings will need to be gained in
better transport rates, and
economies of scale gained by cen-
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tralized purchasing.
However, there were two critical
issues that became clear during this
project: One is that the information
required by logistics professionals
may not be what is being collected
by the accounting transaction data.
The other is the need to disseminate information within the organization and to one’s partners in order
for everyone to have a clear direction, in this case, as to what the
"Hub System" was designed to do,
and why everyone world-wide needed to participate.
Dr. David Menachof is Director of
the MSc in Logistics, Trade &
Finance at Cass Business School of
City University in London, England.
Cyril Baba Ikozoboh is a graduate
of the MSc in Logistics, Trade &
Finance and is currently involved in
International Trade and Distribution
Consulting in his home country of
Nigeria.
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High-rack forklift ETX
with lifting capacities up
to 1.65 tons and lifting
heights up to 42.65 feet.

Three-sided forklift truck
EFX with lifting capacities
up to 1.37 tons and lifting
heights up to 23 ft.

“Optimum space utilization reduced to
a simple formula: EFX + ETX.”
For the optimum relationship between square feet and cubic
feet, in all cases Jungheinrich has the requirements-oriented
solution ready to hand: the three-sided forklift truck EFX,
the high-rack forklift/order picker ETX-Kombi and the pure
high-rack forklift ETX. What is still a future dream for
many is today already offered e.g. by the new three-sided
forklift truck EFX ac as standard: all drives in three-phase ac
technology, CAN BUS technology, energy recovery system,
LC display and much, much more.
Jungheinrich EFX and ETX, The success formula for optimum space utilization
Jungheinrich Lift Truck Corp.
5701 Eastport Boulevard • Richmond, Virginia • Telephone (804) 737-6084 • (888) 333-2644 • Fax (804) 737-6136
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Feature Article:

Manufacturing W
in the 21st
Century A View to the
Future
In the new global economy, the work
skills of its citizens will be America’s
primary asset. A new view of education
and training will be needed in order to
utilize this asset properly.
By Richard Titone, President,
Why How Consulting Company. Clifton, NJ
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e are living through a
transformation that will
rearrange the politics
and economics of the 21st century. There will be no American products or technologies, no American
corporations, no American industries. There will no longer be an
American economy, at least as we
have come to understand the concept. All that will remain rooted
within America's borders are the
people who comprise this country.
America's primary assets will be its
citizens' skills and abilities.
This scenario reflects the flow
across national borders of money,
technology, information, and
goods. Increasingly, America's
assets are owned by foreigners,
while American corporations are
relocating operations and making
substantial investments in foreign
nations. New communication and
transportation systems allow for
unprecedented movement of
ideas, data, and products. The
resulting international competition
pits the costs and quality of a
product of a small firm in New
Jersey or Ohio against a manufacturer in Korea or Mexico.
The impact on the United States
economy's struggle to meet these
challenges is evident. In 1972,
27% of non-farm employment
was in manufacturing. By 1993, it
had dropped to 17% and is still
dropping today. The average factory worker earns 12% less that he
or she did 20 years ago, taking into
account such factors as inflation
and growth, making it necessary
in many families that two people
work in order to make ends meet.
The trade deficit grows daily as
does the national debt. Massive
layoffs and plant closings disguised as downsizings and reengineering projects have taken place
as many industries adjust to the
changing marketplace.
Our drop in the world economy
has produced a profound effect on
our markets and our standard of
living, which for over 100 years
was the highest in the world, and
no longer is. The hardships, however, are not felt equally. From

1980 to 1990, the real earnings of
males with a college degree
increased by 10% while those with
only a high school diploma dropped
by 9%, and high school dropouts
lost 12% of their income. In the last
15 years, the gap in earnings
between professionals and clerical
workers has grown from 47% to
86%. Roughly 70% of our population is significantly worse off while
only 30% has improved relative to
income.
To return to our leading position in
the world economy, we cannot simply cut payroll costs or use better
technology to increase productivity.
We are competing against companies that pay their workers per day
what an American firm must pay per
hour. And, low wage countries
have access to the same technology
as do Americans. Thus, what is
needed is a comprehensive transformation of the way we work.
The Taylor Model
The American industrial revolution
was triggered by the invention of the
steam engine and exemplified by
the building of factories. The nature
of work was based on a mass production model created by Frederick
W. Taylor, the father of American
manufacturing. Its premise was that
complex jobs should be broken
down into routine and repetitive
tasks. Workers were trained only to
do their small piece of the production. Design and planning were
accomplished by a group of educated managers in whom total decision
making power rested.
The Taylor system of division of
labor was created at the turn of the
19th century and reflected the reality
that a universally educated workforce did not exist. In fact many factory workers of the time were illiterate immigrants. The system produced large quantities of the same
or very similar products. Change in
customer demand was responded
to slowly. While this system became
common throughout the industrialized world, in America it flourished
the most, creating a standard of productivity and living not seen before..
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The traditional model has at its
core a centralized hierarchy which
places control in the hands of a
few. The majority of the workers
are asked to just follow instructions and not take any independent action. They are trained and
held accountable for their production of one segment of the product, not the final product. Authority
rests in supervision, and quality
control is found at the end of the
line. Training of workers is minimal,
and they are perceived as a cost,
not as an asset.
This reminds me of my first day
on my first job. I was 18 years old,
fresh out of high school in 1952
and I got a job as a material handler at the Western Electric plant in
Kearny, New Jersey. At 7:00 AM
on my first day I reported to my
supervisor. I sat next to his desk
while he looked over some paperwork and generally ignored me.
Then he took my envelope and
said; "Follow me, kid". We went to
the end of the line to the packing
area where units were coming off
and being packed in boxes by
other workers. He showed me a
stack of boxes and said, "Now
dummy, take it from here and put
it over there. When you get done,
come back and see me and I'll tell
you what to do next, and don't
think, that's why I wear a white
shirt and a tie. I get paid to think
and you get paid to do. Got it?" So
much for my first experience in
manufacturing.
While most commonly identified
with manufacturing, the elements
of the Taylor system can still be
found throughout governments,
institutions, and businesses--everything from the local school board
to the state prison.
The New Model
To maintain or attempt to recapture their competitive position,
many American companies have
refocused their efforts to ensure
high quality products, improve customer service, increase responsiveness to changing market
demands, and improve costs. The
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explosion of technology in the
computer and communications
fields, coupled with an expanded
base of an educated workforce,
have marshaled a revolution in the
nature of work. The model of
these high performance organizations, or World Class companies as
they are called, rests on a highly
competent workforce.
Work is more flexible, more problem oriented and organized into
teams. Control of the work along
with responsibility for quality is
decentralized. The team takes on
many functions which were held in
the hands of managers under the
Taylor model. Problem identification, analysis, and resolution rests
with those employees closest to
the problem. Quality assurance
rests with the workers and is integrated into the production process,
not added at completion. Workers
are informed about a wide range
of production issues, are trained in
statistical analysis techniques, and
are empowered to take action. The
world class model is focused on
quality and flexibility. It is responsive to customized production in
contrast to the long production
runs of the past.
Leadership in a world class organization brings new challenges.
Top down dictates are replaced
with consultations. Decisions are
no longer made in the inner sanctum; participation is expansive and
an open process.
A recent article in the New York
Times estimates that 90 million
workers in America's labor force of
124 million still work under the
Taylor system (shades of 1952).
Only 5 percent of the nation’s 5
million corporations have made the
transition. Government and educational organizations can boast few
examples of successful adaptations of the world class model.
It appears that even with foreign
and domestic pressure on companies and organizations to change,
the counter pressures of costs and
uncertain benefits still prevail.
Rather than adopt to new methods,
continued on page 52
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In Rememberence - Dave Derrick

"Wanna see a real fan"? That was Dave’s greeting
line at DBM and all other shows he worked for
Patterson Fan. Dave joined the company in 1991
and brought Patterson’s fans to the DBM conferences shortly after that, in 1995.
His devilish grin and witty sense of humor were
the highlight of our conference, year after year. In
fact, he was known fondly by the production department of Patterson simply as "smiley", and that’s
what we’ll all remember about him. Dave’s dedication to the Association was unparalleled. He will be
sorely missed. We were all Dave’s "fans".

Do you know which piece
of the supply chain your
WMS is missing?
Clorox, Williams-Sonoma,
and Honda do.
Call!

Advanced Logistics Systems, Inc. – 360.378.5398
Or
www.advanced-logistics.com
Find out about our Advanced Business Solutions
and Realize a Rapid ROI!
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Industry Article:

Logistics
with Chinese
Characteristics
For the third year in a row, the logistics and trading group South East
World Wide, Ltd. has sponsored a visit to the DBM event by Chinese
trade and logistics officials. The most recent visitors were representatives of the China Merchants Logistics Company (CML). This article is
based on a presentation of Dr. Ding Ke Yi, Chairman of CML.

“Chinese industry is now adopting western models.”
Dr. Ding Ke Yi, Chairman China Merchant Logistics
Group Co. Ltd.

hina has completed its
transition from an agricultural economy to a postindustrial, knowledge-based economy. The physical face of China
is undergoing rapid transformation--those visiting many of its
major cities will not recognize certain districts from one month to
the next.
However, the rapid growth and
transformation has been accompanied by numerous challenges,
in particular in the area of logistics. Until recently, supply chain

C
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theory was unrecognized by
Chinese domestic companies.
The result has been a plethora of
small transport and warehouse
companies, with only a few vehicles and only one customer.
These small service providers
have been unable to attract investment, have no access to Western
methods or technology, and generally no systems (IT) or management-information reporting.
As a result, there are very few
real network operations in China.
Long-distance movement of
goods by truck is by spot hire on
a full-truck basis. Of course, the
concept of the full truck is variable. Many small operators overload trucks to an alarming extent.
Because trucks pay road tax
according to registered tonnage, it
is common to register at 5 tons
but carry 10. Although this practice causes problems when moving through different provinces, it
is cheaper to pay the fines than
the road tax.
Evolution over the
Last Five Years
As with everything else in China,
logistics practices are changing at
a rapid pace. As Chinese stateowned companies have been
restructured and they, and nonstate owned companies, have
gone public, a new breed of management has emerged. Highly
educated, often well traveled and
driven by the need to deliver
20

shareholder value, they need more
efficient ways to get their goods
to market, and this has focused
attention on logistics.
Foreign invested companies
expect high standards of service
but find it difficult to find real
logistics providers who can contribute ideas, assets, and technology, and make improvements in
their supply chains. Quite often
they settle for more reliable transport operations as a first step.
This can involve the integration
of road, rail, and sea transport.
Coastal shipping, whether by container or bulk vessel, is cheap and
effective, although on some of the
more obscure routes there is a
problem with capacity.
Rail transport is constantly
improving, and the development
of ‘rail ports’ is expected to be as
influential in the future as sea port
development has been in the past.
The key to providing ‘real’ logistics is understanding the customer's business and being able
to offer something that will
improve it.
Chinese industry is now adopting
Western models and working in
close partnership with its customers. This is backed by high levels of investment in modern distribution centers, information technology, and efficient vehicles.
CML, for example, is investing US
$60 million in this regard over the
next two years.
In China it is even more important for service providers to be
asset backed, so that manufacturers and retailers can invest in factories and stores as the economy
continues its rapid growth.
Innovation also has a part to play
in overcoming the reluctance of
companies to use third parties.
State owned companies in particular, have a problem in disposing
of transport and warehouse
assets and especially in releasing
people, because traditionally they
have been responsible for their
welfare after retirement.
CML itself recently broke the
mold when it entered into a
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logistics joint venture with Tsingtao
Brewery – China’s largest beer producer. The JV Company is now
responsible for logistics throughout
China, and all of the existing staff
have been absorbed and assets
transferred.
The Effect of Retail Growth
on Logistics
In the west, modern logistics was
hugely influenced by the large retail
groups. That effect is now being
seen in China.
Most retailers in China purchase
goods from local wholesalers,
because the manufacturing bases
are so far away. As these groups
reach a critical mass of stores, they
are now looking to purchase centrally, direct from suppliers, and are
starting to manage their supply
chains. They need regional distribution centers, efficient ways to transport goods between them, high levels of service, and advanced IT and
reporting systems.
This is the case both for the foreign invested retailers and the
Chinese groups, many of whom are
merging before the effects of
China’s WTO entry are felt.
It should be noted that the transition from shopping at markets and
buying from street vendors,
through ‘mom and pop’ stores,
then small supermarkets, and finally
hypermarkets took perhaps 40
years in the west. In China it has
taken five.
One of CML's customers opened
50 supermarkets in the southern
Province of Guangdong four years
ago. By last year they were all
obsolete and are being replaced by
hypermarkets. One hypermarket
sells as much as 16 supermarkets.
All of this has driven logistics companies in China to become ‘state of
the art’ – as it suits their conditions.
Automated DCs are not needed
yet, but the new centers being built
can accommodate automation in
the future.
In fact, there are only a handful of
logistics companies in China capable of working in the complex area
of retail supply chain management,

mainly because of lack of knowledge and experience.
Thus, Chinese retailers expect
3PLs to design their whole central
purchasing, forecasting, and order
management systems. They also
expect to be provided with all of
the IT information and solutions,
and deciding what percentage of
distribution allowance each supplier
should surrender as they change
from store deliveries to distribution
center deliveries. As a result, logistics should become a profit center
rather than a cost center.
Scope for Foreign Logistics
Companies
There have long been foreign
companies successfully engaged in
forwarding and shipping in China.
Generally, their advantages are
superior technology, advanced
management, brand names, operational experience, well established
overseas customer bases that can
be extended to the Chinese market,
and abundant capital resources.
Their disadvantages are that they
have a lack of understanding of the
domestic Chinese market, relatively
high operating costs, and no
access to certain service sectors
which are restricted by the Chinese
government.
For those foreign logistics companies that have entered into joint
ventures, their problems include
restrictions on further growth
because of their joint venture partner’s unwillingness to invest, weakness in resource co-ordination –
delivering the experience and technology they promise to deliver--and
high operating cost. As they seek
to localize their management and
reduce cost, they stop delivering
the expertise and innovation that
made them attractive in the first
place.
Crucially, they also have control of
the business. Foreign companies
also tend to concentrate on getting
the business of foreign manufacturers and retailers, and have difficulty
penetrating the domestic customer
base.
Generally, foreign logistics compa21

nies must adapt very quickly in
order to succeed and become profitable. For those who do not want
to invest, it is possible to find transport companies who can, if properly managed, produce a good standard of service and information
reporting. It is possible to rent
warehouses which can be kept
clean and dry, although they are not
very space efficient. The main problem will be in finding experienced
local management and staff, and
this is where the money should be
invested. Chinese people respond
very quickly to good training and

From left to right, Ming Lam, President, South East
World Wide, Johnny Tsoi, Vice President, South East
WorldWide

are willing to take ‘the next step’ as
they implement their new-found
knowledge.
Western manufacturers who have
built factories in China in order to
lower their cost of production can
also gain advantages by performing
value-added work in China.
Domestic Chinese companies are
re-organizing, becoming more
astute and shareholder oriented. In
turn this has led to a demand for
professional services, including
logistics.
There are very few logistics companies in China currently capable of
providing the range of services
which would be available in the
west. Those that are emerging
however, are financially strong,
committed to investment and
focused on service, growth, and
giving their customers what they
want.
Reference:
www.chinamerchants-logistics.com

About South East World
Wide, Ltd.
Ms. Ming Lam and Mr. Johnny
Tsoi founded the freight forwarding firm of South East
World Wide, Ltd. more than a
decade ago. While continuing
as a freight forwarder, it has
diversified into other business
fields such as global logistics
and trading. The company is
headquartered in New York with
offices in Los Angeles, and in
Shanghai, Ningbo, and other
major cities in China. It is the
DBM Association's exclusive
agent in China. It has a Class
"A" license to operate in China,
and has achieved ISO 9002 certification. South East World
Wide is very experienced in
eastern China, and is one of the
earliest American forwarders in
that country. The company is
very proud to have sponsored

the SINOTRANS trade group at
WoF 2000 and 2001, and China
Merchants in 2002.
South East World Wide, Ltd
has operations virtually worldwide and is particularly strong
in the Far East/USA trade lanes.
Further information is available
at the website:
http://www.southeastworldwide.com.
Background on China
Merchants
China Merchants was formed
in 1872, and was the first commercial company in China. It
was originally conceived as a
shipping company, in competition with western shipping companies then working in eastern
China.
Since then, China Merchants
has continued to lead the way
in competition with companies

from free-market economies.
It was the first Chinese company to be listed on the Hong
Kong Stock Exchange. It was
the first Chinese company to
have its headquarters in Hong
Kong. Under Deng Xiaoping's
supervision, it was charged with
building and operating the first
free trade zone in China to be
opened up to foreign investment.
China Merchants has grown to
be a diversified conglomerate
with managed assets of US
$14.5 billion. It has interests in
property, finance, insurance,
high tech, and logistics. Its
logistics subsidiary, China
Merchants Logistics, has been
working in logistics operations
and supply chain management
for some 10 years, and is the
only operator of third party retail
DCs in China.

The Distribution
Business Management
Specialist Diploma
The importance of logistics management has increased as its significance to the global
economy and individual corporate performance has become more widely recognized by
the business community. Logistics’ role in value chain management has further
enhanced its stature in the corporate world.
The result of logistics’ rise in prominence is an increased demand for highly educated and trained logisticians. Because
there are still relatively few university programs in logistics management, most logistics managers receive their education and training “on the job” and/or through the professional development activities and training programs provided by
corporations and professional organizations.
DBM Association, along with many of the world’s leading universities has taken the next step in the evolution of logistics
management with the SDBM, Specialist Diploma in Distribution Business Management. This specialist diploma involves
attending four annual conferences, during which, candidates are exposed to world-class networking and learn creative
answers to their problems through educational seminars. In addition, they can see real world solutions in the Supply
Chain Execution Lab, a world-renowned hands-on learning lab. Upon completing four conferences, each candidate writes
a descriptive paper detailing how the knowledge gained from the program was applied to improving operations at their
own company. This paper is supervised by one of DBM’s educational board members. After the paper has been refereed
and approved by academia the candidate receives their Specialist Diploma in Distribution Business Management.
For more information about the program contact the DBM Association at 717-295-0033 or www.Dcenter.com
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Special Achievement Profile:

The Learning
Path to
Logistics
Excellence
Each issue of Distribution Business Management
Journal will be spotlighting an individual who has
received special recognition and status through his
or her ongoing educational efforts and professional
achievements.
In this issue we recognize J. Michael Devenney, Jr.,
Senior Project Engineer with Distribution Fulfillment
Services Inc. An article based on his paper prepared
for the DBM Specialist Diploma is presented here.

DBM Program Background
Each year the Distribution
Business Management Association
hosts its annual Conference on
Innovative Solutions for Distribution,
Logistics, and Supply Chain
Strategies. Attendees receive cumulative credits and a certificate of education from both U.S. and international universities. (A different university awards credits each year.)
And, they can apply earned credits
toward a Specialist Diploma in
Distribution Business Management.
The diploma is awarded upon fulfillment of the following criteria:
• Receipt of four certificates from
four different universities. (This constitutes a four-year
program.)
• Submitting a paper explaining
how the candidate applied the
knowledge gained through the certificate program to his/her occupation and company. A board of leading academics reviews the paper
and upon board approval, the candidate is awarded the diploma.
The subject of this article, Michael
Devenney, received his Specialist
Diploma in June of 2002.
Subsequently he has also received
a fellowship at the MIRCE Akademy
for System Operational Science in
Exeter, U.K.

Candidate Background
Mr. Michael Devenney is a Senior
Project Engineer with Distribution
Fulfillment Services Inc., the logistics division of The Spiegel Group.
The Spiegel Group is a $4B international specialty retailer marketing the
Eddie Bauer, Newport News, and
Spiegel brands.
Mike supports six million square
feet of retail warehouse, catalog fulfillment, and returns service operations utilizing 40+ miles of conveyors, 12 sortation systems, acres of
racking, and dozens of stacker
cranes. Mike draws on his industrial
engineering and project management skills plus operational management experience. He has several
incentive pay and WMS installations
to his credit. He has successfully
managed building constructions and
re-tooling efforts. He has designed
processing systems and installed
mechanical equipment in more than
75 warehouses, cross-docks, and
distribution centers.
Mike’s credits also include retail
store management, general manager
of a furniture DC, consultant, and
military officer. In his work, Mike
has crossed many industry lines
including electronics, department
stores, mass merchandising, catalog, apparel, furniture, toys, consult23

J. Michael Devenney, Jr.,
Distribution Fulfillment Services, Inc.

ing, automotive, food and non-food
wholesale, U.S. Postal, military, construction, and transportation.
Continuous Improvement:
Repeating the Process
Outline for Enhanced
Fulfillment Operations
J M Devenney
Distribution Fulfillment Services, Inc.

Abstract
Continuous improvement involves a
multi-dimensional, on-going process
to evaluate the operation for opportunities to advance. Continuous
improvement presumes an existing
process can be enhanced. That
enhancement can be accomplished
to varying degrees through many different approaches including process
modification or replacement,
resource re-allocation, application of
mechanization, information systems
development, business acquisition,
added service offerings, improved
quality, work-flow improvements, productivity gains, efficient cost reduction, facility expansion, increased utilization, and capacity expansion
among others. Many areas of opportunity are integrated and co-dependent. In an attempt to limit the focus
of this presentation, this paper will
spotlight one opportunity area. The

paper presents a Process Outline [1]
to evaluate mechanized technology
application as related to mechanized
systems development for catalog fulfillment at Distribution Fulfillment
Services, Inc. (DFS) in Groveport,
Ohio.
Introduction
DFS is a wholly owned subsidiary of
The Spiegel Group, providing logistic
support operations for Spiegel
Catalog and Eddie Bauer in retail distribution plus catalog and e-commerce fulfillment. The two million
square feet Groveport, Ohio complex
is a highly automated catalog and ecommerce fulfillment facility shipping
more than thirty-two million
(32,000,000) units per year. Primary
operational functions include receiving, back stock storage, replenishment, forward picking, packing, shipping, special services, and returns.
Administrative support functions
include engineering, finance, human
resources, and transportation services. The product mix is primarily
packaged soft goods but also
includes hard goods and garments
on hangers.
Continuous improvement is
employed to support internal client
expansion and allow advancement of
external third party logistics and other
opportunity functionality. Planned
implementations, executed in a progressive manner, provide flexibility to
deliver ‘the promise to the customer’
and capacity to grow the business.
The Process Outline
A collaborative effort between DFS
Engineering Services and Sedlak
Management Consultants, the
Process Outline is a methodology
used to pursue continuous improvement. It consists of five sequential
steps:

•Problem Definition
•Strategy Development
•Design
•Implementation
•Beyond Implementation
Problem definition: Problems can
be classified as relating to inventory,
labor, and service. Inventory problems frequently relate to inventory
control or lack thereof. Often there
are issues with consolidation versus
redundancy, and having similar investments in inventory across multiple
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facilities. Labor problems frequently
evolve from a restricted or aged labor
pool suffering from limited availability.
Those resources supporting redundant operations and management
teams are additionally affected where
skill sets and scheduling problems
arise from an inflexible work force.
Service issues generally relate to
delivery of ‘the promise to the customer’.
Strategy Development: The following series of steps is used to determine the course of action to be taken:
•Description of Operations
•Process Flow
•Facility Constraint Definition
•Product Requirements
•Forecasts
•Systems
•Desired State
Description of operations is a
detailed written description of how
the operation works in today’s world.
It becomes the baseline against
which all alternatives are measured.
The next step is the process flow.
Usually a flow diagram provides a
graphical representation of the operational flow. It lists the events to
define precedents and successors,
define any deficiencies, and defines
the percent of flow.
Process Flow
Facility constraints are the documented physical aspects of the building to work around. Consideration
must be given to the following topics
prior to major capital investment in
mechanical systems technology:
Land and site restrictions, zoning,
total building area, bay size, clear
height, dock door counts, structural
capacity, and utility services.
Product requirement questions document what you need to handle, and
help provide system design criteria.
Examples include:
• How is the product packed and
labeled?
• Is the product hard line or soft line?
What are the weights? Units per
carton or container? SKU count, etc.
• What are the packaging requirements by SKU?
• Are there any environmental
constraints?
•Any material handling or tracking
issues for serial number control?

Forecasts tell you what is on the planning horizon. There are several ques24

tions to consider, such as:
• Is the information reliable enough to
base decisions upon?
• What is the plan life? Is it 2 years?
5? Non-existent?
• Does it include sales in dollars and
in units?
• Does it give SKU count?
• Are there store counts for retailers?
Any pack slip requirements?
• Does it give units received,
shipped, as well as inventoried?
• What is the order profile? Can it be
batch picked and sorted to order
level?
• How does it ship? Number of
shipments? Give ship sortation
requirements?
• What timelines are expected to
process, to ship, or to deliver?
Systems related to the systems that
exist today and those that are in the
plan. What will be available to work
with, complete with support? They
include financial and administrative
systems (CRM, ERP, etc.) [2], operational and facility systems (WMS,
ADC), and transportation systems
(EDI, TMS).
Desired state characteristics are listed during the final step in strategy
development. The desired state, or
what is really wanted, is often characterized by operational flexibility, efficiency, effectiveness, facility consolidation, refined systems, cost reduction, and transportation options.
Design: The design process
includes concept identification, evaluation and recommendation, and
selection, and includes the capital
request process. It starts with concept identification listing all options
from today’s baseline concept to the
latest and greatest ‘highly automated’
concept, and all the concepts in
between.
The next step is evaluation and recommendation. Each concept evaluation includes developing a budget
price for mechanized system technology implementation. Table I presents
typical cost estimates for various conveyor, sortation, and project components.
Evaluation criteria are both financial
and subjective. Intangibles include a
list of ‘tie-breakers’ such as faster
delivery times, better service levels,
and built-in accuracy checks. Above
all, the level of risk must be determined:
Once the final concept is selected
for recommendation, the capital
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request process begins. The financial
presentation develops the numbers
to sell the case. The examples are
based on company policy, such as
NPV (net present value), ROI (return
on investment), cash flow, payback
period, etc. Although the detailed
numbers should sell the case, the
business climate is going to dictate
what is an acceptable value. The
intangibles of quality and service frequently help sell a close financial
evaluation.
Implementation: The implementation process takes a project from the
detailed design specification through
bid procedure and vendor selection.
After contracting the bid winner,
implementation concludes with installation, training, and start-up.

The specification design finalizes
the details and allows the RFP / RFQ
(request for proposal / request for
quote) to be written. The vendor
selection step is an apples-to-apples
evaluation of vendors in an attempt to
get the best product for the best
price. Contract negotiation is an art
that generates a legal written agreement between the owner’s representative and the bid-winning vendor parties, i.e. the Contract. Installation
with rigorous testing ensures that the
process was put together correctly
and that it works as designed.
Project management is a critical success factor, particularly in the area of
scheduling. In addition, well-prepared
and well-executed testing ensures
that all specifications have been met.

Table I. Estimated Mechanical Systems Technology Costs [3]
Conveyor (Per Linear Foot Delivered & Installed)
Powered Roller
Zero Pressure Accumulation
Belt
Trash
Sorters (Cartons)
Pop-Up Wheel Sorter
Pusher Sorter

Shoe Sorter
Sorters (Unit)
Cross-Belt Sorter
Tilt-Tray Sorter
Induction / Output (For Above Sorters)
Induction Points for Cross- Belt or Tilt-Tray (Each)
Sort Chutes (Per Destination)
Induction and Scanners (For All Types)
Low Speed
High Speed Servo
Sortation Control Systems (For All Types)
Low Complexity
Medium Complexity
High Complexity
Conveyor Systems Project Cost Breakdown
(Complex System Integration Projects)
Controls Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Project Management
Electrical Engineering
Control Hardware
Mechanical Systems
Mechanical Installation
Mechanical Hardware
Total

$US Per Foot
(Low Price)
200
250
180
250
$US
300
6,000
300
6,000
2,000
6,000
$US Per Foot
(Low Price)
4,000
4,500
$US
25,000
10,000
$US Per Unit
(Low Price)
30,000
50,000
$US Per Unit
(Low Price)
40,000
60,000
100,000
Percentage
6%
7%
3%
8%
9%
14%
13%
40%
100%
25

$US Per Foot
(High Price)
350
450
300
350
Measure
Per foot +
Per Divert
Per foot +
Per foot +
Per Divert
Per foot +
Per Divert
$US Per Foot
(High Price)
5,000
5,000
Unit
50,000
20,000
$US Per Unit
(High Price)
60,000
120,000
$US Per Unit
(High Price)
60,000
100,000
250,000

Concurrent with installation is training. Maintenance and IT teams monitor the installation and learn the interdependencies used later for testing,
reporting, and support. Finally, startup pulls everything together for a successful implementation and ‘hands
the keys over’ to operations management for daily use.
Beyond Implementation: The fifth
and final step in the Process Outline
is the most frequently forgotten.
"Beyond implementation" includes
process validation, business tracking,
updating forecasts, and starting the
Process Outline all over again as a
method of continuous improvement.
Technology applied in a progressive
manner provides flexibility to grow
the business.
Process validation offers cost support, ensures the Contract delivery
compliance, and validates the original
savings projections. As time passes,
the business-tracking feature offers
vision how the business performs
against forecast. Based on this tracking, forecasts are updated with
greater accuracy. Over a longer period as the complete Process Outline
is recycled and reworked with the latest information, the operation is continually refined. This application of
intelligent decision-making for continuous improvement becomes a mindset and way of life, not just the next
‘desired state’.
The DFS Process Outline
Approach: A Case Study
Before the creation of DFS as the
single solution provider, the client
companies (Spiegel units) operated
fourteen antiquated, poorly configured buildings in two states with
operations strangled by space constraints, redundant operations and
management, and a limited costly
labor pool. Service results were
degraded by significant delivery
delays, hindered by operational costs,
and plagued by accuracy issues.
Internal control was difficult, to the
point that special services were outsourced and the product shipped
separately. Some orders passed
through repetitious operations in multiple buildings to pass QC before
shipment. The promise to the customer was 7-14 days for delivery, with
carton delivery only provided by UPS.
DFS Strategy: At its conception,
DFS developed a strategy to change

the status quo of distribution and fulfillment processing through business
consolidation, and by streamlining the
flow of operations within the different
client companies. The desired situation needed to offer flexibility for the
unforeseen. The new strategy included high velocity, high accuracy, efficient unit (carton and GOH) handling,
batch picking, consolidation of facilities and businesses, much reduced
cost, and a single shift operation, relocated to a friendlier labor environment.

power rail system.
• Capability for value-added work
(hemming, monograms, gift-wrap,
engraving).
• Built-in quality and accuracy checks.
• Movement of back ordered goods
directly to pack stations.
• Use of totes for batch movement of
items from pick to pack.
• Automated in-line weigh scales for
manifest generation.
• Use of tilt tray technology in Returns
to sort for exam and later for return
to stock.
DFS Implementation:
Installed in less than one
year, the two million
square feet (2,000,000 sq.
ft.) of operations opened
in 1994. At the time, it
was the largest tilt-wall
construction fulfillment
center in the world containing over 900 concrete
panels.
Automation incorporated
all the complex design
concepts listed above.
The automation technology allows quicker turn
around time, with 90% of
orders taken by 6PM CST
shipped the next day. The
1,500 employees (2,000 at
peak) shipped 50,000
Dr. Michael Crum congratulates Michael Devenney on receiving his
units per hour. The typiSpecialist Diploma in Distribution Business Management.
cal order contained 2+
line items with approximately 25% of
DFS Design Plan: DFS embraced
the orders containing only a single
new technology. Sortation serves as a
"traffic cop." for the operation. An out- item.
DFS Continuous Improvement Plan:
bound receiving shoe sorter provides
In the past roughly half dozen years of
the heartbeat for the system. Other
operation since inception, DFS has
components of the design plan
achieved several refinements in operinclude the following:
ations and transportation including:
• Fluid trailer unloading and loading.
• All planned mechanized systems
• Use of license plate number labels
technology implemented.
for identification, sortation, and bar
• Provided capacity for internal
coding.
growth.
• Mechanized automation operating
• Labor requirements cut by 40
27 miles of carton and tote conveyor
percent while increasing individual
systems.
productivity.
• High-rise very narrow aisle (59 inch• All value-added services now peres) carton back stock rack storage.
formed in-house.
• 22 man-up stacker cranes with RF
• Installed an incentive pay program,
technology.
and implemented engineered
• Automated inbound scan technology
standards.
applications.
• Made transportation alternatives
• Automation enhanced by batch-pick
available thanks to sortation flexibility.
to totes.
• Legacy systems modified to meet
• Consolidation of each customer’s
new demands.
order to 1 of 1,200 chutes.
The continuous improvement plan
• Multiple shipping option alternatives.
charges Engineering to develop a
• 42 miles of garment on hanger,
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revised 5-year long-range plan (LRP)
each spring. The LRP exercise takes
the latest peak season histories, compares new forecasts, and creates a
new 5-year Capital Funding Plan considering all the above plus requests by
clients for future programs.
Consideration is also made for
changes to take advantage of cost
reduction opportunities.
The Process Outline has already
enabled DFS to come into existence at
Groveport as a fully operational, high
volume, highly automated catalog and
e-commerce fulfillment distribution
facility. Continuous improvement supports future planned growth strategies
and provides flexibility for competitive
advantage in future channels.
Near-future considerations include the
following:
• Doubling capacity in 5 years without
building expansion by implementing
additional technology [5].
• Pick and fulfillment directly from the
Returns process without re-stocking.
• Automated singles packaging for
individual outbound customer orders.
• State-of-the-art WMS / WCS
implementation.
• Increased supply chain vision and
control.
• 3PRL (third-party reverse logistics)
opportunities.
• Transportation cost reduction through
enhanced systems capabilities.
• Voice recognition employment for
productivity and accuracy [6].
By embracing a continuous improvement mentality, DFS is a well-positioned, flexible, opportunity-ready
operation. Although the DFS projects
are large in scope, the process is scalable to any level of business or
automation.
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General
Information

Show Hours

Monday, June 16, 2003 10:15 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday, June 17, 2003 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, June 18, 2003 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Conference Hours

Monday, June 16, 2003 8:00 a.m. - 4:15 p.m.
Tuesday, June 17, 2003 9:00 a.m. - 4:45 p.m.
Wednesday, June 18, 2003 9:00 a.m. - 5:15 p.m.
Registration and Show Information

Registration Desk, Hall C (Level One)
Press Room

Room N 251 Level Two
Conference Meeting Rooms

Executive Summit Keynote sessions in rooms N246/N
250 (Level Two)
Materials Handling & Operations Track in rooms N246/N
250 (Level Two)
Software Solutions & Fulfillment Technologies Track in
room N249 (Level Two)
Distribution, Logistics & Transportation Track in room
N245 (Level Two)
Supply Chain Strategies Track in room N247 (Level Two)
Applied Technology Course Track in the Supply Chain
Execution Lab in Hall C (Level One)
Exhibits and Supply Chain Execution Lab held in Hall C
(Level One)
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Operational Description of
the Applied Technology Lab
The diagram on the preceding
pages has key locations identified with WHITE capital letters
inside a black circle. These
will be used to reference
equipment and product movement through the exhibit.
A. Case loads are received by
gravity conveyor. Here we are
simulating delivery from another
floor, elevated inspection station,
or directly out of a truck. The
loads are manually palletized for
delivery to rack storage elsewhere in the distribution center.
B. Pallet loads are transported
by lift truck and delivered to pallet rack storage. This rack may
be simple single-pallet deep x
two or three-pallet wide bays, or
offer a variety of multi-depth
pallet and pallet-flow configurations.
C. Order-picking begins here,
using a man-aboard order-picker
truck. Operator is raised or lowered and advanced down the
aisle as necessary to locate and
pick cases of product from the
selective rack. Cases are palletized during the process.
D. Partial-pallets are delivered to
the next picking area and left for
completion. As additional cases
are delivered to the palletizing
location, they are added to the
pre-positioned pallets until a
load is complete and ready to
ship.
E. Split-case and/or full case
picking from gravity flow rack
and selective rack occurs in this
area via voice-directed computer/software control. Loads are
placed on a takeaway conveyor,
which transports them to an
accumulation section and subsequently to the palletizing station.
Shipping documents are generated automatically as orders are
completed.
RF-ID tags are added/included
with the shipping documents so
loads may be tracked/identified
readily in subsequent phases of
the process.
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F. High-speed parts picking is
demonstrated here using a computer-controlled group of horizontal and vertical carousels,
coupled with a put-to-light station. Parts to be picked are
delivered to the picker automatically and in a sequence that
reduces machine rotation to a
minimum. Multiple orders are
picked simultaneously, with
each part directed to its correct
container by the workstation
"put" lights. Each pick is confirmed during the process. As
orders are complete, they are
transferred to the takeaway conveyor system.
G. In our system, pallet loads
are moved by lift truck to "additional floor space" gained by
incorporating a structural mezzanine. Pallet loads are manually moved through any processing or inspection steps required
on the mezzanine since they are
supported on pallet flow rails.
H. At this point, pallets of
mixed-orders are broken down
manually. The cases of products are placed on a takeaway
conveyor. RF-ID tags may be
scanned to verify location and
processing-stage. The empty
pallets are stacked conveniently,
then delivered to lower-floor
level with a pallet-lift system.
I. (Stacks of) empty pallets are
removed from the lift and transported to the palletizing station
as required.
J. The takeaway conveyor system here is a simple gravity conveyor and chute combination
that quickly and reliably delivers
products to lower-floor destinations.
K. Additional processing and/or
identification can occur along
the conveyor line including caseweighing, etc. RF-ID tags may
be scanned to verify accuracy of
shipment.
L. While actual lift-truck transport and placement is not
demonstrated in this portion of
the exhibit, pallet loads are
32

Refer to the diagram of the
Warehouse of the Future on
the preceding pages

transported to an automated
loading dock where they are
staged until ready-to-ship. The
automated truck loader then
moves the entire load of pallets
into the truck quickly and efficiently with no additional operator involvement. The process is
reversed at the destination end,
with the entire truck being automatically unloaded, or conventionally unloaded.
M. Battery handling, charging,
changing, etc. are everyday
needs in today’s distribution
centers. The batteries and
equipment shown in this area
are designed to facilitate this
process, while improving the
safety and efficiency as well.

Conference Overview
Day One – Monday, June 16, 2003
DBM2003: Conference on Distribution Business Management
Executive Summit on Homeland Logistics: Exploring New Approaches
Track
Theme

Materials Handling
& Operations

Software Solutions
& Fulfillment
Technologies

Distribution,
Logistics &
Transportation

Supply Chain
Strategies

Track
Chairs

Central Michigan
UniversityUniversity,
Dr. O. Keith
Helferich

Golden Gate
University
Dr. Richard Dawe

Iowa State
University,
Dr. Michael Crum

Ohio State
Dr. Tom Goldsby
& Auburn Univ.,
Dr. Brian Gibson

8:00-8:45

"The Importance
of People in
Operations,"
Rick Titone,
Why How
Consulting Co,

"The Smart Chip:
The Next
Generation of
Business,"
Michael Hrabina,
Feig Electronic

“The Inside
Secrets to
Negotiating Small
Package Carrier
Contracts,”
Michael Erickson,
AMFS

"Environmental
Issues in Site
Selection,"
Walter Chaffee,
CDM

9:00 -10:00

EXECUTIVE SUMMIT KEYNOTE: Logistics: Exploring New Approaches
Moderated by Tom Freese, Pres. Freese Assoc., Panelists: Tony Venuti, V.P., CDM,
Tom Williams, V.P., Dunkin’ Donuts Northeast Distribution Center Inc,
Dr. Keith Helferich, Central Michigan University.

10:00-10:15

Orientation: Amy Thorn, Executive Director, DBM Assoc.

10:15-10:45

Grand Opening Ribbon Cutting Ceremony and Welcome Reception

10:45-11:45

Applied Technology course utilizing the Supply Chain Execution Lab. (Part 1)
This is a six part, three day series.

12:00-1:00

Grand Welcome Reception Luncheon

1:15-2:15

Applied Technology course utilizing the Supply Chain Execution Lab. (Part 2)
This is a six part, three day series.

2:30-3:15

"Productivity in
the DC: What’s
Right for Me?"
Evan Danner,
President,
Tom Zosel &
Associates

"Distribution’s
Best-Kept Secret:
How Productivity
Management Can
Provide Benefits
to theBottomLine,”
Dan Gilimore,
Red Prairie

"Supply Chain
Security: Cost of
Compliance,"
Joel Webber,
Digital Supply
Chain Management

"Achieving Supply
Chain Excellence
Through
Leadership,”
Col. Joseph
Walden,
US Army

3:30-4:15

"How Secure is
our Food Supply
Chain?,"
Dr. Keith Helferich,
Integrated
Strategies

"The Future of
Outsourced
Operations
Systems,"
Dr. Richard Dawe,
Golden Gate
University

"Ten Rules for
Logistics
Optimization,"
Don Ratliff, CEO,
Velant

“Lean Six Sigma
Logistics,”
Robert
Martichenko,
Transfreight LLC
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Conference Overview
Day Two – Tuesday, June 17, 2003
DBM2003: Conference on Distribution Business Management
Executive Summit on Homeland Logistics: Exploring New Approaches
Track
Theme

Materials
Handling
& Operations

Software Solutions
& Fulfillment
Technologies

Distribution,
Logistics &
Transportation

Supply Chain
Strategies

Track
Chairs

Central Michigan
University,
Dr. O. Keith
Helferich

Golden Gate
University
Dr. Richard Dawe

Iowa State
University,
Dr. Michael Crum

Ohio State
University,
Dr. Tom Goldsby
& Auburn Univ.,
Dr. Brian Gibson

9:00-10:00

EXECUTIVE SUMMIT KEYNOTE: "Managing Supply Chains in the Midst of Continuous
Change," Dr. John Langley, Georgia Tech University

10:30-11:30

Applied Technology course utilizing the Supply Chain Execution Lab. (Part 3)
This is a six part, three day series.

12:00-1:15

Lunch and Learn Sessions on Industry Specific Topics

1:30-2:30

Applied Technology course utilizing the Supply Chain Execution Lab. (Part 4)
This is a six part, three day series.

3:00-3:45

"Achieving
Measurable
Results in
Logistics and
Operations,"
Brad Moszkiewicz,
Panasonic

"E-Commerce
Security: Are you
Ready?"
Dr. Brian Gibson,
Auburn University

"The Challenges
of Supply Chain
Integration,"
Dr. Michael Crum,
Iowa State
University

“Supply Chain
Benchmarking,”
John Caltagirone,
The Revere Group

4:00-4:45

"Effective
Supply Chain
Management
with ERP,”
Ross Freeman,
MAPICS, Inc.

"Streamlining
the Paper Parts
of Distribution
Processes,"
Tim Rowland,
Lexmark

"Security and
Logistics: A
Revolutionary
Vision for Global
Trade,”
Dan Label, Westfalia
Technologies,
Steve Wachtel,
Smart Interactive

“The Proactive
Path: A Radical
Approach Supply
Chain
Excellence,”
Tony Venuti, V.P.,
CDM

6:30-11:00

TUESDAY NIGHT CIRCLE OF EXCELLENCE GALA
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Conference Overview
Day Three – Wednesday, June 18, 2003
DBM2003: Conference on Distribution Business Management
Executive Summit on Homeland Logistics: Exploring New Approaches
Track
Theme

Materials
Handling &
Operations

Software Solutions
& Fulfillment
Technologies

Distribution,
Logistics &
Transportation

Supply Chain
Strategies

Track
Chairs

Central Michigan
University,
Dr. O. Keith
Helferich

Golden Gate
University
Dr. Richard Dawe

Iowa State
University,
Dr. Michael Crum

Ohio State
University,
Dr. Tom Goldsby
& Auburn Univ.,
Dr. Brian Gibson

9:00-10:00

EXECUTIVE SUMMIT KEYNOTE:
Reserved for 2003 Circle of Excellence Award Winning CEO

10:15-11:00

"Using Lean
Thinking in
Distribution
Management,"
Dr. Alexis
Sommers,
University of
New Haven

11:15-12:15

Applied Technology course utilizing the Supply Chain Execution Lab. (Part 5)
This is a six part, three days series.

12:15-1:00

Lunch Break

1:15-2:00

Applied Technology course utilizing the Supply Chain Execution Lab. (Part 6)
This is a six part, three days series.

2:15-2:45

Closing Remarks and Graduation Ceremony

3:00-5:15

Distribution Facility Tour

"You Don’t Have to
be Huge to Derive
Huge Gains from a
Voice Warehouse
Solution - A Video
Case Study,”
Dan Keller,
Lucas Systems and
Tony’s Fine Foods
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"Consumer Driven
Differentiation®,”
Ken Walker,
Kurt Salmon
Associates

"Simulating the
Supply Chain for
Dramatic
Improvements,"
Dr. Tom Goldsby,
Ohio State
University

Conference Overview/
Abstract for Sessions
Day 1: Monday 16, 2003
8:00 a.m. - 8:45 a.m. Sessions
The Importance of People in Operations
Rick Titone, Why How Consulting
The Primary responsibility of the management of any manufacturing business is to produce results. Some of the standard ways results are measured include profits, return on
investment, return on assets, inventory turns, growth ratio,
productivity schedule and satisfaction. The majority of modern companies utilize their manufacturing or financial software systems to measure performance in most of the above
areas. The vital, often overlooked ingredient is WHO is
responsible for achieving the success. The single key ingredient in all cases is PEOPLE. It is people who make things happen, not software and computer hardware. Our objective is to
define the role of people in the ultimate success of any business and the vital need to motivate, lead and measure these
key people resources efficiently, fairly and effectively; and to
provide simple effective tools for the supervisor and manager
to enable them to get the most of their key resource people.
The Smart Chip: The Next Generation of Business
Michael Hrabina, Feig Electronic
Low cost, microchip identifiers provide total visibility of the
supply chain. Auto-ID Center are creating the infrastructure
that will ultimately lead us to the next generation of business.
Get the latest on the fascinating developments in RFID technology; breakthroughs that are establishing a wirelessly
accessed, memory chip as the key to enabling supply chain
wide logistics solutions.
The Inside Secrets to Negotiating Great Small Package
Carrier Contracts – Michael Erickson, AFMS, Inc
Learn how UPS, FedEx, Airborne and others
discount their services. Listen to former Vice
Presidents and top managers from these
companies describe the actual, behind-thescenes process and methods. You will learn
the best reverse negotiating strategies on
how you can achieve steeper discounts with
all your carriers.
This presentation will:
•Show you little known areas to find big savings
•How the carriers sales commission structure affects your
discounts
•Exposes the inside secrets of negotiating contracts
•Teaches you how to collect and analyze shipping data
•Benchmark
•Negotiating strategies that work
How to Avoid & Reduce Those Hidden Shipping Charges:
A recent "Wall Street Journal" headline says it all: "Carriers
Deliver Bad News to Shippers: Heap of New Fees." At latest
count, the carriers have more than seventy so-called accessorial charges, including the higher residential and rural surcharges on ground and air shipments for 2003. If you're getting hit by the double whammy of higher shipping costs and
these "new" stealth charges, this seminar is for you.
This seminar will compare the four integrated carriers;
Airborne, FedEx, UPS and the US Postal Service. We will
detail which accessorial charges your company should be
receiving discounts for, and show you how to avoid them if
possible. During These Very Competitive Times, You Now
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Have A Chance to Improve your company’s Bottom Line Like
Never Before! Learn how you can best compare these carriers
and the programs they have to offer you. If you have any
questions, please call Mike Erickson @ AFMS, Inc.
503.246.3521 X 201 or email at mike.erickson@afms.com
Environmental Issues in Site Selection
Walter Chaffee, CDM
There are a variety of environmental regulations and issues to
consider when siting a new distribution center or expanding
an existing one. Federal, State and local environmental regulations govern many aspects of operations as well as the
physical property. These regulations can apply to stormwater
collection, treatment and discharge, construction in or near
wetlands, management of buried or above ground fuel tanks,
air discharges, previous on-site disposal of solid waste, oil or
hazardous materials, spill control and countermeasure plans,
on-site wastewater treatment and disposal and water supply.
While these regulations generally don’t pose significant problems to relatively clear businesses, they can be complex and
in some cases costly to address. This presentation provides
an overview of environmental issues that may affect your
expansion or new construction and provides examples of
how to address these issues.
Day 1: Monday 16, 2003
(9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. Session)
Executive Summit Keynote: Logistics: Exploring New
Approaches
Panel Participant Biographies:
Tom Freese, Freese Associates, Moderator
Freese & Associates, Inc.
Tom is Principal of Freese & Associates, Inc.,
a logistics & management consulting firm
established in 1988. Before establishing F &
A, Tom was a Senior Consultant, specializing in logistics for an international consulting
firm. Prior to that he had been Director of
Distribution for Brush Wellman, Inc.,
Manager of Physical Distribution for Parker
Hannifin Corp. and held numerous line and
staff distribution positions with Union Oil Company of
California. His experience spans the product line spectrum
from bulk chemicals to fresh poultry. His projects encompass
work with manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers and e-tailers
and have been conducted throughout North America, Europe,
the former eastern block, and Asia.
Tom holds an MBA in Business Logistics from The Ohio State
University and a BS in Business Administration with a major
in marketing from OSU as well.
Tony Venuti, CDM
Speaker Biography: Anthony J. Venuti P.E. is
Vice President at Camp Dresser & McKee
Inc. (CDM), a full service global consulting,
engineering, construction, and operations
firm. He has partnered with more than 300
clients in strategic planning, supply chain
optimization, warehouse and distribution
operational design, manufacturing systems,
plant layout, and productivity audits. Mr. Venuti is a graduate
of Northeastern University (NU) with a B.S. in Industrial
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Engineering and a MBA. He is a past instructor at the NU
Graduate School of Engineering. In addition, he is a registered
Professional Engineer (P.E.) and a Certified Materials
Management Professional. Mr. Venuti has conducted many
seminars and written several articles on various aspects of
management, manufacturing, logistics and distribution.

help companies significantly reduce these labor costs, while
increasing employee retention, morale and safety. This session
will describe a simple, proven process for driving 10 to 25 percent out of distribution labor costs through a time-tested, but
little known program of advanced productivity management.
Supply Chain Security: Cost of Compliance
Joel Weber, Digital Supply Chain Management
September 11 presents a fundamental change in the way we
distribute goods:

Tom Williams, Dunkin Donuts
Thomas R. Williams is Vice President of Operations at Dunkin’
Donuts Northeast Distribution Center in Franklin,
Massachusetts. DDNEDC is a purchasing and distribution
cooperative servicing over 1,400 franchise locations throughout New England and abroad. In this capacity, he is responsible for all distribution and transportation functions as well as
E-Commerce fulfillment. Mr. Williams is a graduate of the
University of Cincinnati College of Business Administration and
has over 15 years experience in distribution and transportation. Prior to joining Dunkin’ Donuts he served as
Transportation Manager and Manager of Hub Operations for
Staples.
Dr. Keith Helferich, Central Michigan University
Twenty-five years consulting in supply chain,
logistics, and production on over 100 assignments in utility, manufacturing and distribution companies. Past partner in two worldwide consulting practices. Co-Founder of firm
acquired by global consultancy
Responsible for development and application
of software decision support tools for such
issues as distribution network optimization, vehicle routing
and scheduling, inventory planning, facility layout, and forecasting.
Day 1: Monday 16, 2003
(2:30 p.m. - 3:15 p.m. Sessions)
Productivity in the DC: What’s Right For Me?
Evan Danner, Tom Zosel & Associates
As distribution becomes more and more complex in today’s fast paced and ever changing
supply chain environment, companies are
faced with many choices for continuing to
improve productivity and quality. This session
will explore the many choices available to
today’s manager focusing specifically on
Labor management, facility and material handling design, technology tools and warehouse
management system functionality. Attendees will gain greater
insight to "What’s out there?" and "What’s right for me?"
Distribution's Best Kept Secret: How Productivity
Management Can Provide Benefits to the Bottom Line
Dan Gilmore, RedPrairie
Despite significant investments over the last
decade in distribution center technology (e.g.,
warehouse management systems, RF systems and automated material handling), labor
remains the largest element of distribution
costs, representing 50-65 percent of costs for
most companies. What many logistics professionals don’t know is that today’s advanced
productivity management solutions combine
powerful software support with improved operational methods, engineered standards and computerized goal setting to

1. The supply chain itself is now both a potential target of violence, and a means to deliver harm to our people;
2. Replacing a relatively clear division between normal daily
operations and emergencies, the business processes of distribution are now under a constant "state of alert", and related
government scrutiny; and
3. Such government scrutiny and corresponding changes in
distribution processes are still very much in transition and flux.
For companies involved in the business of moving the right
goods to the right place at the right time, these developments
introduce change and uncertainty. But management has tools:
1. Ongoing compliance with government – this will be a moving target for some time to come. The new "24-hour advance
manifest rule" for shipments entering the U.S. from abroad and
the FAA’s "known shipper" limitation on airfreight are postSeptember 11 changes that just have to be done or the freight
cannot move;
2. Ongoing cooperation with government – U.S. Customs’ "CTPAT" for importers and "FAST Commercial Driver Program"
each reflect government efforts to work in conjunction with
business and to minimize edicts and confrontation;
3. Supply chain risk planning – especially where specific ports
and borders could be closed in the event of another terrorist
attack, some advocate contingency plans and alternative
sourcing to mitigate the risk of supply chain interruption; and
4. Alert monitoring of developments and wise decision-making
in a setting of ongoing uncertainty – as rules change and managements are bombarded by new technologies, "best practices"
and demands from other supply chain partners, "sensory overload" will require disciplined decision-making.
Distribution firms – everyone with a role in the supply chain –
need to decide on operating principles of supply chain security
that will keep them out of trouble with the government, compatible with their commercial partners, and prepared for future
change without excessive spending
Achieving Supply Chain Excellence Through Leadership
Col. Joseph Walden, US Army
"Leadership must be demonstrated, not announced."- Fran Tarkenton
Over the past 10-15 years a large volume of
articles and books have been written about
how to improve supply chains and supply
chain management techniques. One of the
most popular books of the 1980s was "The
One Minute Manager." This paper will look
past managers and look at how to achieve
excellence in your supply chain through quality leadership. The paper will look at what true
leadership is, leadership compared and contrasted to management, and applications of the leadership
techniques to improve your supply chain and take it to the next
level of excellence.
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Day 1: Monday 16, 2003
(3:30 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. Sessions)
How Secure is our Food Supply Chain?
Dr. Keith Helferich, Integrated Strategies
Supply Chain executives in the past decade have faced the
challenge of improving performance across service measures
of greater quality (less variability), faster cycle times (greater
velocity) , instantaneous availability of status information
(enhance visibility) while also reducing total costs. More
recently both natural and intentional events that disrupt supply chain performance such as storms and terrorist incidents
create an additional dilemma for supply chain executives. Do
you develop a comprehensive "Best Practice" continuity preparedness program that reduces vulnerability across your
food supply chain or do you believe that the risk/benefit tradeoffs just don’t justify more risk reduction efforts.
As stated by food supply experts the U.S. agriculture has a $1
trillion value and provides 22% of all jobs. Production exceeds
$200 billion with $55 billion in exports. The supply chain is
extensive including: 500,000 farms, approximately 60,000
processing plants, and over 1.2 million retail outlets.
Following the events of September 2001 programs food supply safety/ security programs are also considered necessary to
reduce potential disruption against intentional acts in addition
to natural and accidental food contamination incidents.
According to some experts food safety is the leading consumer issue both within the U.S. as well as globally.
This session will address the challenge of food supply chain
incident management covering risk assessment, planning,
through full recovery from an event that caused the disruption.
The session will be initiated with a brief discussion of the vulnerability of the echelons making up the food supply chainRisk Assessment. This is followed by a review and classification of the potential impact for the range of disaster eventsthe Results Profile. The third and final dimension of the model
is a measure of the potential to achieve quick recovery
through a measure of supply chain Resilience Potential. The
session will also address the following question- Can mitigation programs that reduce risk, achieving a more resilient supply chain, also improve productivity?
The Future of Outsourced Operations Systems
Dr. Richard Dawe, Golden Gate University
There are truly interesting times ahead as supply chain operations approaches e-business technology with software solutions and fulfillment as detailed by some of the leading operations futurists such as Charles Poirier and Michael Bauer,
authors of E-Supply Chain: Using the Internet to Revolutionize
Your Business, Gene Tyndall et al., authors of Supercharging
Supply Chains: New Ways to Increase value Through Global
Operational Excellence and Larry Lapide et al., authors of eBusiness: The Strategic Impact on Supply Chain and
Logistics. Each work points out the huge impact that e-business technology can have in the evolution of advanced competence in global supply chains. They all agree it will happen, they are just not sure when or how it will take place.
Research by graduate and doctoral students and their professors at the e-Operations Competency Center in the Ageno
School of Business at Golden Gate University (San Francisco)
has studied many theories in operational evolution and the
actual application to companies and industries. In this ses-
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sion, Dr. Dawe will identify the process and technology
requirements for future operations development. A theoretical
pathway towards software solutions and fulfillment design
will then be introduced using the Total Systems Provider
(TSP) model. Research on the model, including best practice
examples will be discussed. A case study will be used to
demonstrate the design opportunities and challenges of the
TSP model from both a user's and a provider's perspective.
Participants will be encouraged to discuss and comment on
the model and their own plans for future supply chain operations competency development.
Ten Rules for Logistics Optimization
Don Ratliff, Velant
Logistics optimization is neither easy nor
cheap, but it is the biggest opportunity for
most companies to significantly reduce
costs. Companies have made tremendous
strides in automating transaction processing
and data capture related to logistics operations in the last decade. While these innovations have reduced cost in their own right by
reducing manual effort, their greatest impact is yet to come;
they pave the way for optimizing logistics decisions with computer-based technology. For most logistics operations there is
an opportunity to reduce cost by 10% to 40% by making optimized decisions. With more than 30 years of developing and
implementing technology in this area, Dr. Don Ratliff will discuss the top ten rules he has found to be essential requirements for successful logistics optimization.
Lean Six Sigma Logistics
Robert Martichenko, Transfreight, LLC
Lean Manufacturing relies on a Lean
Logistics System to ensure that inventories
are squeezed completely out of the inbound
supply chain. Lean provides a tool kit for
speed and flow, while Six Sigma focused on
reducing variation. Yet, how do these two
initiatives dovetail together for the logistician? How can Lean possibly be more efficient and cost effective than traditional
inbound logistics strategies, which take advantage of
economies of scale? Join Mr. Martichenko as he discusses
Lean Six Sigma logistics and the components that make up
total logistics costs within any inbound logistics network.
This session will discuss the integrated approach to a Lean
Logistics Strategy and will provide a tool kit that will allow
any logistician to question their current inbound logistics
strategy.
Day 2: Tuesday, June 17, 2003
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. Executive Summit
Keynote Session
Managing Supply Chains in the Midst of
Continuous Change
Dr. John Langley, Georgia Tech
University
Now that supply chain realities are attracting
the attention of corporate senior executives,
the time is right to sharpen skills in the areas
of supply chain planning and execution.
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This presentation will discuss the challenges that are faced by
today's supply chain managers and will identify eight keys to
supply chain success. Among these will be the ability to
adapt and change, as business conditions and customer needs
change. Yesterday's model of designing a good system and
sticking with it no longer works ... the need for flexibility and
adaptability is critical.
Day 2: Tuesday, June 17, 2003 (3:00 - 3:45 Sessions)
Achieving Measurable Results in Logistics and
Operations – Brad Moszkiewicz, Panasonic
"Achieving Measurable Results in Logistics
and Operations"
How Panasonic's Service Parts Division
transformed it's traditional regional distribution network into a National Logistics.
Operation that utilizes state of the art WMS
software, material handling equipment and
technology to drive superior results. The
"Economy of Scale" created by this transformation enables
operational efficiency and flexibility, which is critical in today's
business environment.

Initiative are just a few of the reasons supply chain managers
increasingly rely on e-commerce technologies. But this growing dependence on the Internet is not without risk or hassle.
Data security will never be 100%, viruses will pop up, and
spam will proliferate even with improved data encryption, antivirus software, and spam-killing tools. So what’s a supply
chain manager to do? Rather than fly blind and hope to avoid
disaster or put total faith in their I.T. professionals, supply
chain managers must gain a solid understanding the issues
and take an active role in securing their information pipeline.
This session will help managers gain a strong foothold
through a discussion of the top "need-to-know" issues in ecommerce security.
The Challenges of Supply Chain Integration
Dr. Michael Crum, Iowa State University
The operating, service, and financial benefits
of successful supply chain management are
widely touted. Successful supply chains are
those that have, among other things,
achieved integration with partners both
upstream and downstream. In this session
we will discuss the different dimensions of
integration, the key challenges and issues
companies encounter when trying to integrate, and examples of successful integration. Key challenges
in the areas of organization, technology, and people will be
addressed. The presentation is based on original research and
interviews with companies at the forefront of supply chain
integration.

E-Commerce Security: Are You Ready?
Dr. Brian Gibson, Auburn University
The opportunities presented by private trading exchanges and e-procurement, the efficiencies available through Web-based EDI,
and the need to comply with the U.S.
Customs Services Container Security
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Supply Chain Benchmarking
John Caltagirone, The Revere Group
As leading companies continue to focus on
improving profitability, while providing excellent customer service, more and more of
these firms are turning to benchmarking to
gauge where they are today and than use
measurements for the course ahead. We will
examine the imperative reasons to measure, as well as the
identification of what are the characteristics of meaningful supply chain measurements. In addition, lessons learned and
ways to improve supply chain performance will be discussed.
Day 2: Tuesday, June 17, 2003 (4:00 - 4:45 Sessions)
Effective Supply Chain Management with ERP
Ross Freeman, MAPICS, Inc
Most companies have invested heavily in ERP
software over the last twenty years, but supply chains are still underperforming. How can
companies leverage the investment in ERP to
help improve their supply chains? How can
my company deal with its unique situation
and begin to get real value out of our data?
This presentation will provide an analytical
framework and real world constraints to help you begin this
process.
Streamlining the Paper Parts of Distribution Processes
Tim Rowland, Lexmark International
Manufacturers and distributors are going
"paperless" in order to improve process speed
and improve quality. However, the reality is
that paper still exists as critical parts of several processes. Without focusing on these
remaining paper processes, your entire
process speed can be gated by the speed of
paper. Several examples of how new technology can streamline the remaining paper steps in logistics
processes are provided.
Security and Logistics: A Revolutionary Vision for
Global Trade (Panel)
Panel Participant Biographies: – Dan Labell, Westfalia
Responsible for general management with emphasis on sales
of Automated Storage/Retrieval Systems. Company has tripled
sales since 1994. As principle in charge of most major AS/RS
projects in the United States, Mr. Labell has designed and
directed the successful implementation of these highly automated systems. Vice President, 1992 – 1994: Coordinated the
asset purchase of Thompson Equipment Machine Company
and formed Westfalia Technologies, Inc. (WST). Performed all
necessary due diligence and negotiated final purchase price.
As one of the principals and owners of WST, responsibilities
were in sales/marketing and finance.
Steve Wachtel, Smart Interactive Systems
Steven Wachtel is currently the Chief Executive Officer of
Smart Interactive Systems, Inc. an interactive video security
company based in New York City. Prior to SIS Mr. Wachtel
worked for Vision Systems Ltd. a world-class defense contrac-
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tor and high technology product manufacturer. He held a number of engineering roles, one of which was predicting technological trends in the areas of military surveillance. This attracted him to the commercial security industry where he has dedicated his last 11 years. The first six years he led a team of
engineers to develop the next generation of security surveillance products and then for four years he held global marketing positions. He was a member of the board of management
of two VSL divisions and saw the company grow from $5 million to $240 million in 10 years. He has been the CEO of SIS
since August 2002. Mr. Wachtel is has lived and worked in
Australia, Europe and USA. He has an MBA and a BEng
(Electrical & Electronic) from the University of Adelaide in
Australia.
Steve Tonissen, Qiva
Steven Tonissen possesses over 20 years of
executive level experience driving sales and
marketing strategies in the high-tech industry.
Most recently, Steven was President of
Enterprise Solutions at Talpx, where he led to
the development of the largest supplier and
buyer relationships in the lumber, panel and
building products industry. Previously, he
held senior executive roles at leading supply
chain software organizations as EVP of Sales and Marketing at
RedPrairie Corporation (formerly McHugh
Software) and Vice President Channels, Alliances and
Marketing at Manugistics. Steven's extensive experience also
includes executive posts in sales and marketing at such organizations as Comshare, The Spectrum Group, Ontos and
Pansophic Systems, which was acquired by Computer
Associates during his tenure. Additionally, Steven spent 12
years at Service Bureau Company, a division of Control Data
Corporation where he held a variety of sales, marketing and
general management roles. Steven received an MBA from the
University of Chicago and a BS in Electrical Engineering from
the Illinois Institute of Technology.
The Proactive Path: A Radical Approach to Supply Chain
Excellence – Tony Venuti, CDM
Given the current economy, globalization, a
shrinking supply chain, and anything else you
can think of – the old tried and true ways of
doing business have gone out the window.
Supply chain managers are faced with the
toughest market ever. To be competitive,
retain customers, and survive increasing pressure, you must be innovative, creative, and
smart – this requires a proactive approach. Attend this seminar
and learn how other companies have implemented new ways
of doing business in this dynamic market.
Day 3: June 18, 2003 – 9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Executive Summit Keynote:
Reserved for the 2003 Circle of Excellence Award
Winning CEO (to be announced at the Circle of
Excellence Dinner on Tuesday, June 17, 2003)
Day 3: June 18, 2003 – 10:15 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
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Using Lean Thinking in Distribution, Management
Dr. Alexis Sommers, University of New Haven
Japanese-inspired operations analysis to eliminate all
waste,and to improve productivity and quality, is now part of
lean thinking and its allied theory of constraints. Management
at all levels is now expected to "think lean," and to improve the
flow of goods and services to the customer at low cost and
with high efficiency. Distribution management is no exception.
Applying lean thinking to distribution facilities and networks is
a logical and useful activity, which can result in measurable
improvements. Several lean concepts are described, and case
examples are presented which illustrate feasible benefits. Lean
thinking promotes self-examination, and, if incentives are provided, encourages a workforce to look for excess inventory,
bottleneck operations, excessive delays, and long lead times on
their own initiative. Evolutionary rather than revolutionary, lean
thinking can become part of an organization's culture, resulting
in lower costs and better customer-supplier relationships.
You Don’t Have to Be Huge to Derive Huge Gains From
a Voice Warehouse Solution – A Video Case Study

315 Third Avenue North, Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250-5601
Ph (904) 249-3862 Fx (904) 247-3862
Sales@barcodeservice.com

Bar Code & POS Repairs & Sales
Circle
Number 85

Call Toll Free: (888)484-2237
www.barcodeservice.com

Dan Keller, Lucas Systems and the operations and
management personnel from Tony’s Fine Foods
Distributors are being pressured for faster order turnaround
and higher quality in their operations. Customers today expect
to receive what they ordered when they ordered it. Thae challenge is how to deliver superior customer service while
increasing bottom line profits, especially with the high turnover
prevalent in warehouse operations. One way to utilize existing
resources with greater accuracy and higher productivity is by
implementing a voice recognition based solution. This session
will provide an overview of voice recognition use within the
warehouse. A comprehensive customer case study will be presented featuring Tony’s Fine Foods, a Northern California
Grocery/Deli/Bakery Wholesaler. The presentation will include
extensive video of Tony’s voice order-selection and q/a system.
Implementation and integration issues will be discussed. The
program will also address return on investment (ROI) & cost
justification as it relates to small to medium size Distribution
operations.

Bar Code Equipment Service, Inc. (BCES) is the nation’s leading
provider of Bar Code Scanning, Printing, and Point-Of-Sale
equipment & Software. We offer our customers Fast, Reliable,
Warranted Sales & Repair Service. We provide same day turn
around with a six-month warranty on all repairs.

Your One Stop Discount Repair & Sales Solution Provider
Service-Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business / GSA Provider GS-35F-0656M

Consumer Driven Differentiation
Ken Walker, Kurt Salmon Associates
The retail grocery industry has been rocked by its' own version
of the perfect storm that threatens the very existence of all but
the best operators. Consolidation, new channel contention and
a lag in adoption of technology have left traditional grocery
retailers without a winning proposition on any of the 4 key pillars of differentiation: Price, Service, Selection & Location.
Fortunately, there is an answer for retailers with the vision &
courage to explore new vendor relationships leveraging dramatically different processes and systems. Learn how this new
approach impacts distribution, transportation and logistics.
Simulating the Supply Chain for Dramatic Improvements
Dr. Tom Goldsby, Ohio State University
This session demonstrates how you can achieve better in-stock
performance with less inventory throughout the supply chain.
Through the use of visual simulation modeling, one can compare the inputs and performance associated with traditional,
push supply chains and lean, pull supply chains. The session
describes how simulation modeling can provide robust analysis
of supply chain alternatives so that you can look before you
leap into significant strategic and operational changes.
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Alvey Systems Inc
Booth #119
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Atlas Iron Works
Booth # 319
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Kevin Kozuszek
9301 Olive Blvd
St. Louis, MO 63132
Tel: 314-995-2363
Fax: 314-995-2350
Email: kevin.kozuszek@fkilogistics.com

Dick Klein
4020 Geraldine Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63115
Tel: 314-383-7200
Fax: 314-383-7202
E-mail: atlas@atlasironworks.com
Atlas designs, manufactures and
installs freestanding, structural steel
mezzanines and other custom structures for various material handling systems including catwalks,
conveyor/sorter line supports, crane
runways, office/picking/storage platforms and stairways. In addition, Atlas
furnishes and installs custom fabricated
structural steel for construction of commercial, industrial and institutional
buildings.

AMFS
Booth #312a

AFMS, Inc.
Mike Erickson, President / CEO
10260 SW Greenburg Road #1020
Portland, Oregon 97223
Tel: 800.246.3521
Fax: 503.246.9244
Email: mike.erickson@afms.com
Web: www.afms.com
If you spend more than $250,000 a
year in shipping with FedEx, UPS or
Airborne Express, this is a seminar you
must attend. AFMS will show you how
to get the best possible discounts from
your carriers by using proven negotiating strategies. Learn the secrets to
reverse negotiating from former Vice
Presidents, Regional & District
Managers from FedEx, UPS, ABX and
others.
You should be able to reduce your shipping expenses by 5 - 20% by following
the advice from this seminar.

Bar Code Equipment Service, Inc.
Booth # 129

Bobby Rose
315 Third Avenue North
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250
Tel: 904-246-2220
Fax: 904-247-3862
Email: brose@barcodeservice.com
Basiloid Products Corp
Booth # 106

Gary Frette, President
312 N East Street
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Elnora, IN 47529
Tel: 866-692-5511
Fax: 812-692-5512
Email: basiloid@dmrtc.net
Web: www.basiloid.com
Basiloid Products manufactures the "Lifta-Pliance", a patented lift truck attachment for handled folded cap cartons.
This system for handling household
appliances, heating and air conditioning
units, furniture, and other bulky products permits the operator to maximize
storage space, reduce product damage,
and eliminate the use of pallets.
Battery Handling Systems
Booth # 314
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Tony Amato
PO Box 28990
St Louis, MO 63132
Tel: 314-423-7091
Fax: 314-423-6444
Email: bhs@bhs1.com
Web: www.bhs1.com
Battery Handling Systems has become
a world-renowned supplier of battery
handling products and systems, offering design, sales and support to customers around the world. Included in
the array of BHS product lines are: battery extractors, gantries, battery charging stations, compartment roller trays
and accessories. BHS remains commit-
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ted to quality, craftsmanship and meticulous attention to detail. Due to our
expertise in this particular field of material handling, we are often called upon to
assist in the design of small and large
battery charging rooms.
The British Midlands
Booth # 306

Chris Jones
95 S. Market St., Ste 300
San Jose, CA 95113
Tel: 408.995.3206
Fax: 408.995.3207
Email: chrisjones@thebritishmidlands.net
Web: www.thebritishmidlands.net
The British Midlands region lies at the
heart of the UK, covering an area of over
11,000 square miles with a population
of 9.5 million. The principal cities are
Birmingham and Nottingham, both of
which are important financial and business centers. The British Midlands
development agency has three offices in
the USA. Our website, www.thebritishmidlands.com, provides information on
the agency along with the range of services provided to companies considering
locating or expanding within the region.
Brooks-PRI Automation
Booth # 107

Cassandra Brandler, Marketing
Coordinator
5245 Yeager Rd.

Salt Lake City, UT 84116 U.S.A.
Tel: 801-736-3201
Fax: 801-736-3443
Email: casandra.brandler@brookspri.com
Web: www.automod.com
AutoMod v10.0 simulation software by
Brooks-PRI Automation, with new virtual reality (VR) 3-D animation, allows you
to experiment in the virtual world to
save time and money in the real world.
AutoMod can simulate the most complex material handling operations, ensuring your system will work before it goes
online.
CDM
Booth # 110
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Mary O. Ferreira , Business
Development
25 Industrial Avenue
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Tel: 978-250-6727 x 202
Fax: 978-250-8843
Email: ferreiramo@cdm.com
Web: www.cdm.com/logistics
CDM is a global consulting, engineering,
construction, and operations firm serving the manufacturing, distribution and
fulfillment needs of today's businesses.
CDM harnesses the power of industrial
engineering, information technology, and
design/build project delivery to provide

solutions to industry. With expertise in
manufacturing, materials handling, supply chain and ERP systems, facility
design and construction, CDM provides
complete operational design and implementation services - delivered at the
speed of today's dynamic world with the
flexibility to accommodate turnkey or
individual service needs. CDM has
earned a reputation for developing practical and cost-effective solutions, from
design through implementation, to
enhance productivity and profitability in
every step of the supply chain.
CHEP
Booth #405
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Jane Lipps, Marketing Manager
8517 South Park Circle
Orlando, FL 32819
Tel: 407-355-6482
Fax: 407-226-4629
Email: jane.lipps@chep.com
Web: www.chep.com
CHEP is the global leader in pallet and
plastic container pooling services serving
many of the world’s largest companies.
CHEP issues, collects, repairs/washes
and reissues more than 200 million pallets and containers from a global network of depots, helping manufacturers
and growers transport their products to
distributors and retailers.
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CombineNet
Booth # 207

Covers, Inc.
Booth # 104

Michael A. Concordia
Fifteen 27th Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
Tel: 412-471-8200; Cell: 412-779-4128
Fax: 412-471-8787 fax
Email: mconcordia@combinenet.com
CombineNet has created a radical new
category of technology called the "decision-guidance system," which is revolutionizing the way transportation sourcing decisions are made. This fast, easyto-use, highly configurable web-based
application allows executives to find the
best possible solution to even the most
complicated transportation problems in
minutes, rather than months. That
means managers can now make critical
decisions with the ease, speed, and
confidence that creates real competitive
advantage. And they can use these
same systems to document, justify, and
present their decisions to stakeholders
and management peers. There is not a
better method available to capture the
absolute lowest prices for your transportation network. Forward thinking
companies like P&G, Ford, Bayer and
Dupont have are using CombineNet to
gain competitive advantage. For more
information log onto www.combinenet.com.

Lee Currie, CEO or Diane Rogers, Senior
Sales Rep, Data Collection Devices
127 US Hwy 70 West
Clayton, NC 27529
Tel: 919-772-4250
Fax: 919-772-3917
Email: leec@medcovers.com
Web: coversinc.com
Covers, Inc. manufactures cases for a
wide spectrum of products – medical
devices, data collection tools and high
tech instruments. Cover’s design team is
highly proficient in CAM/CAD, and is
expert in soft sided materials. Although
capable of large production runs, its rapid
‘concept-to-manufacture’ cycle of new
ideas – with low minimum quantities remains Covers, Inc.’s core expertise.
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Crown Battery
Booth # 134

Mark Kelley
PO Box 990
Freemont, OH 43420
Tel: 419-334-7181
Fax: 419-334-7124
Email: mkelley@crownbattery.com
Custom Industrial Products, Inc.
Booth # 402
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Chuck Cobb
360 East Drive

44

Melbourne, FL 32904
Tel: 321-728-3355
Fax: 321-728-3352
Email: ccobb@customindprod.com
Web: www.customindprod.com
Custom Industrial Products, Inc.
designs and manufactures material
handling equipment for industrial, commercial, governmental, and construction
markets worldwide. We offer standard
VRCs along with fast-track modular lifts
and automated systems as well as specializing in building custom solutions to
industry challenges. CIP also manufactures standard and customized table
and chair carts for the hospitality and
convention industries.
daly.commerce
Booth # 133

Jennifer McMahon
1351 South County Trail
East Greenwich, RI 02818
Tel: 401-336-1009
Fax: 401-336-1333
Email: jmcmahon@dalycommerce.net
Web: www.dalycommerce.net
Founded in 1977 as Daly & Wolcott,
daly.commerce is a privately held company headquartered in East Greenwich,
RI, with branch offices in Atlanta,
Chicago, Dallas, and Los Angeles. As
the leading provider of eCommerceenabled enterprise solutions to distribu-
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tion organizations, daly.commerce offers
function-rich, easy-to-use applications
with proven technology and world-class
services. Over 1,200 organizations run
their businesses on its applications
every day. For more information about
daly.commerce, visit www.dalycommerce.net or email to info@dalycommerce.net.
Davenport Economic Development
Booth # 318

Kathy Evert
130 W. 2nd Street
Davenport, IA 52801
Tel: 563-322-1706
Fax: 563-322-7804
Email: kevert@davenportone.com
The Eastern Iowa Industrial Center (EIIC)
is a 300 acre industrial park, located in
Davenport, Iowa on Interstate 80. The
park is dedicated to manufacturing,
industrial and distribution operations.
All utilities are in place as are protective
covenants and design standards. Two
facilities currently located in EIIC are:
the Manufacturing Technology Center,
owned and operated by the Eastern
Iowa Community College District, and
the newly-opened John Deere
Distribution Center.
Enersys Inc
Booth # 315

Steve Spaar

Circle Number 86

2366 Bernville Rd
Reading, PA 19612
Tel: 610-208-1921
Fax: 610-372-8628
Email: steve.spaar@enersysinc.com
Exide Ironclad square tubular batteries
are available only from Enersys.
Workhog, Deserthog, Loadhog, and
Superhog offer the highest discharge
voltages and deliver more usable power
over longer periods under load. The
Exide line of chargers includes the
Loadhog, Depth Charger, and the new
Express Fast Charger. General Battery
brand industrial batteries and chargers
offering high quality and a great value.
EXE Technologies
Booth # 112
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Christy LoPiccolo, Event Coordinator
8787 Stemmons
Dallas, TX 75247
Tel: 214-775-5713
Fax: 214-775-0911
Email: christy_lopiccolo@exe.com
EXE Technologies is the global leader in
supply chain execution software. We
work with dynamic companies and governments around the world, maximizing
their operational efficiency, increasing
their profitability and building brand
value by making their customers happier. Importantly, we're able to assure
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our customers tangible results, minimal
risk and a rapid return on their investment within a matter of months.
Fricks Floor Systems
Booth # 131

Patrick Whitaker
Tel: (817) 560-8281 ext.123
Fax: (817) 560-8137
Email: pww@fricksfloorsystems.com
Web: www.fricksfloorsystems.com
Fricks installs the most Durable
Industrial Concrete Floors designed and
constructed to exceed owner expectations in the most demanding environments using Trap Rock Surface
Hardener and SC Concrete reducing surface wear and dramatically reducing
floor joints. Fricks has extensive experience with Refrigerated and Frozen Food
Distribution and Storage, Processing
and Manufacturing Facilities. Our floors
will reduce overall facility operating cost.
Gillani, Inc.
Booth # 117

Syed Kamal
833 E Arapaho Road, Suite 102
Richardson, TX 75081
Ph: 972.918.0400
Fax: 972.918.0659
email: info@gillani.com
Web: www.gillani.com
Gillani offers an integrated distribution
management system - iDistribute™,
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which helps distributors dramatically
cut inventory costs while maintaining
excellent customer service. Designed for
diverse distributors, iDistribute™ allows
to better manage operations from the
point of order-capture through product
sourcing, warehousing,
replenishment/forecasting and invoicing.
Since 1983, Gillani (previously
FourGen/Endura Software) is the leading provider of Order/Distribution
Management, Warehouse
Management, Advanced Planning &
Replenishment, Purchasing and integrated Financial Accounting solutions
for real-time control and performance
measurement. Gillani customers include
many Fortune 500 and mid-market distributors and manufacturers.
Add this text to the Directory after
Smart Interactive)
Hardy-Graham Inc.
Booth # 113

Drew Graham, President
810 C Dickerson Road
North Wales, PA 19454
Tel: 215-628-4666 / 800-445-4271
Fax: 215-699-6106
Email: sales@hardy-builtfastener.com
Web: www.hardy-builtfastener.com
Hardy-Built® Fastening Systems used
worldwide on modular (removable
lid/end/side only) or returnable/reusable,
total knock-down, cost effective wood,
metal, or plastic containers.
Domestic/International manufacturers
and shippers. Maximum repeated
usage. Entry/closure without container
damage. Contents easily inspected in
transit. Retrofit existing containers.
Tested, approved by US Military, GSA
National Stock Numbers assigned.
Military specification requirements for
our containers assure reliability and performance oriented capabilities. All containers are custom designed to meet
specific customer requirements – such
as shipping and handling performance,
life cycle-reusability and economics of
acquisition.
Heli Forklift America
Booth # 116

Humberto Benitez
11400 Interchange Circle North
Mirimar, FL 33025
Tel: 954-436-8598
Fax: 954-936-8028
Email: heliamerica@aol.com
IFCO Systems North America, Inc.
Booth # 317

Mike Hachtman
6829 Flintlock Rd
Houston, TX 77040
Tel: 713-332-6162
Fax: 713-332-6146
Email:
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mike.hachtman@ifcosystems.com
Web: www.ifcosystems.com
IFCO Systems is a global logistics systems and service provider with an international network of more than 150 facilities. IFCO Systems operates round-trip
container systems, which include containers for consumer goods and pallet
services. In North America, IFCO manages the second largest rental pallet
pool and is the largest provider of recycled pallets and custom crates in North
America.
IronRhino, a division of Dana Corp.
Booth # 316

Ron Cowan
1250 S. Capital of Texas Highway,
Ste 100
Austin, TX 78746
Tel: 512-306-0095
Fax: 512-306-8248
Email: ron.cowan@ironrhino.com
Web: www.ironrhino.com
IronRhino’s 100% Web-based software
combines cost data, maintenance data,
usage and other data (with a low cost
wireless device) to give you the true
cost of ownership of your material handling fleet and other capital equipment.
It is flexible and configurable to track
any type of asset including equipment
with complex attachments. The result
is you save money through enhanced
fleet utilization and by making more
informed purchase vs. lease vs. rental
and equipment retirement decisions.
JLT Mobile Computers
Booth # 311

Todd Elnck
5505 West Chandler Blvd, Ste 21
Chandler, AZ 85226
Tel: 480-705-4200
Fax: 480-705-4216
Email: todd@jltmobilecomputers.com
Rugged Mobile Computers supporting
Microsoft Windows™, Linux and other
application software platforms for automated warehousing and logistics applications. NEW Battery Backed Rugged
tablet for true mobility, plus robust computer solutions from 8.4” to 15.1”.
Ideal for all fork-lift, cross dock and invehicle applications. www.jltmobilecomputers.com
Jungheinrich Lift Truck Corp.
Booth # 203
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Dirk von Holt, President
5701 Eastport Boulevard
Richmond, VA 23231
Tel: 804 737 6084
Fax: 804 737 6136
Email: dirk.vonholt@jungheinrichus.com
Web: www.jungheinrich.com
The Jungheinrich Group is one of the
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world's leading suppliers in the fields of
industrial trucks, warehousing technology and materials flow technology. For
49 years now, the company, with its
group headquarters in Hamburg,
Germany has been offering products
and services "for and in connection with
the forklift". The rapid development of
information technology and its worldwide use are gaining more and more
importance in internal logistics. Global
distribution flows are on the increase:
high mobility and flexibility characterize
the transport sector - with the result
that made-to-measure, all-round solutions
are today replacing the classic product
range. Jungheinrich is responding to
this development with a modern,
broadly-based product spectrum and
the intensified expansion of its range of
services.
KEITH Mfg. Co.
Booth # 409
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Mark Beason, Sales Manager;
Mike Robinson, Sales & Technical
Services;
Raymond South, Sales Stationary
Products;
Scott Delamarter, Engineer
401 NW Adler St. / P.O. Box 1
Madras, OR 97741 USA
Tel: 541.475.3802
Fax: 541-475-2169
Email: sales@keithwalkingfloor.com
Web: www.keithwalkingfloor.com
Streamline the material flow in the
warehouse/distribution center while
improving product throughput, reducing
cargo damage and optimizing available
resources. The KEITH® WALKING
FLOOR® Dock to Trailer™ System integrates the warehouse and transportation environments by fully automating
both functions. Both dock and trailer are
outfitted with a patented WALKING
FLOOR unloader. WALKING FLOOR
technology is a hydraulically driven,
moving floor conveyor.
KRONOS, Inc
Booth # 111
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Clay Ritchey
297 Billerica Rd
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Tel: 978-947-4893
Fax: 978-256-6017
Email: critchey@kronos.com
Kronos Incorporated is a single-source
provider of human resources, payroll,
scheduling, and time and labor solutions. Kronos' best-in-class Employee
Relationship Management solution
enables organizations to reduce costs
and increase productivity, improve
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employee satisfaction, align employee
performance with organizational objectives, and put real-time information in
the hands of decision makers. More
than 40,000 organizations trust Kronos
to solve their employee-centric business
challenges. Learn more at www.kronos.com.
Lexmark International, Inc
Booth # 126
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Rick Kallop or Tom D’Andrea, Industry
Manager
740 W. New Circle Road
Lexington, KY 40550 USA
Tel: Rick - 859.232.5383 Tom 859.232.1285
Fax: 859.232.1689
Email: rkallop@lexmark.com; tdandrea@lexmark.com
Web: www.lexmark.com
Lexmark International, Inc., a Fortune
500 company, is a leading developer,
manufacturer and supplier of printing
and output related workflow solutions -including laser and inkjet printers, multifunction devices, bar code and forms
printers, as well as document management products and services. Lexmark
provides solutions aimed at reducing
costs and improving document workflow in manufacturing and distribution
environments.
Loading Automation
Booth # 313
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Wade Shanklin
PO Box 4820
Wilmington, DE 28406
Tel: 910-791-2525
Fax: 910-452-3889
Email: lai@loading-automation.com
Loading Automation, Inc. is a Systems
Integration Company specializing in
Automated Trailer Loading Logistics
Systems. We provide complete turn-key
systems for manufacturing plants, distribution facilities and military applications.
Our services include design, equipment
layout, installation and implementation
of our systems. We offer complete systems that can be integrated with existing or other planned systems. Our systems are capable of handling a wide
variety of products and they are
designed to meet individual customer
requirements.
Lucas Systems
Booth # 123
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Dan Keller
101 Wexford Bayne Rd., Ste 220
Wexford, PA 15090
Tel: 724-940-7128
Fax: 724-940-7121
Email: keller@lucasware.com
Lucas Systems, Inc is a rapidly growing

software development and systems integration firm specializing in products and
systems that track, trace and control the
flow of products and information about
those products within the manufacturing
and logistics areas of customer and
industrial products companies. Lucas
specializes in developing applications
using voice technology, and has
deployed more applications in this area
than any other software provider. The
Lucasware® family of application products address business needs such as:
picking; receiving, and put-away;
inbound and in process inspection;
returned goods processing; inventory
control and cycle counting; and real-time
locating and tracking of products and
assets in the yard, plant, or warehouse.
Our customers realize significant gains in
productivity, increased accuracy, reduction of employee training time, improved
worker comfort and safety, and overall
rapid Return on Investment (ROI).
MAPICS, Inc.
Booth # 118
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Jeff Cashman
1000 Windward Concourse Pkwy,
Ste 100
Alpharetta, GA 30005
Tel: 678-319-8000
Fax: 678-319-8170
Email: jeff.cashman@mapics.com
Mecalux
Booth # 103

Alex Cañas
980 Via Rodeo
Placentia, CA 92870
Tel: 714-223-9590
Fax: 714-223-0824
Email: acanas@mecalux.com
Leading manufacturer of pallet rack,
drive in rack, pallet flow, push back, carton flow, widespan and boltless shelving. Our products can be shipped from
Los Angeles, CA, Chicago, IL, and
Dallas, TX. We offer engineering assistance and can provide a quality product
at a competitive price.
Metzger/McGuire
Booth # 115

Scott Metzger
PO Box 2217
Concord, NH 03302
Tel: 603-224-6122
Fax: 603-224-6020
Email: specmm80@aol.com
Spal-Pro 2000 is a heavy duty, rapid set
polyurea for use in repairing concrete
floor joints and cracks. Packaged in several sizes of dual-component cartridge
kits, the product requires no mixing and
is self-leveling, making it Ideal for use by
in-house maintenance personnel. Once
placed, Spal-Pro 2000 is full traffic ready
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in 30 minutes or less and is designed to
last for the life of the floor. Repair specifications and in-house repair training
also available.
MicroVision
Booth # 125

Jami Nielsen
19910 North Creek Parkway
Bothell, WA 98011
Tel: 425-415-6668
Fax: 425-415-6603
Email: jami-nielsen@microvision.com
The Flic Laser Bar Code Scanner is ideally suited to replace wands, CCD, and
light industrial laser scanners for a broad
range of applications in manufacturing,
distribution, healthcare, government and
transportation. Flic enables a broader
proliferation of scanners into applications where cost or ease of use have
been barriers.
NTE, Inc.
Booth # 204

Anita Fletcher, Sales Manager
1400 Opus Place, Suite 650
Downers Grove, IL 60515
Tel: 1-877-744-7683
Fax: 630-724-8598
Email: afletcher@nte.com
Web: www.nte.com
As the pioneer in online logistics, NTE
offers technology-enabled solutions that
improve supply chain efficiency in transportation management. Thousands of
companies across America rely on NTE
for transportation event management,
visibility, planning and execution.
Through NTE, they improve their decision-making capabilities, reduce costs,
increase revenue opportunities and
improve customer satisfaction. Its customers include Target Corporation,
Toshiba International Corp., Honeywell,
Weyerhaeuser, Dal-Tile, Verizon,
Schneider National and Covenant
Transport.
Paltier
Booth # 201
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Andrew Jordan
1701 Kentucky Street
Michigan City, IN 46360
Tel: 219-872-7238
Fax: 219-872-9480
Today and since 1947, Paltier has been
an innovator and a leading producer of
storage rack systems. We reduce costs
with engineered systems that deliver
paybacks up to three times longer than
industry averages. We use value based
standard rack products and custom
manufactured heavy-duty systems.
Paltier makes the toughest Rack
Systems and back them with a Lifetime
Product Warranty. Put our engineers and
experience to work for you.
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Patterson Fan Company, Inc.
Booth # 321
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Christa Smith
1120 Northpoint Blvd.
Blythewood, SC 29016
Tel: 803-691-4750
Fax: 803-691-4751
Email: christas@pattersonfan.com
Patterson Fan Company provides innovative air movement solutions for manufacturing and distribution facilities.
Unique products provide cooling for
trailers, modules, picking lines, docks
and aisles. Fans are available from 14
inch to 42 inch blade diameter.
Philadelphia Scientific
Booth # 301
(Industry Adviosry Council Member)

Harold Vanasse
207 Progress Drive
Montgomeryville, PA 18936
Tel: 215-616-0390
Fax: 215.616.0500
Email: info@phlsci.com
Philadelphia Scientific is dedicated to
bringing advanced technology solutions
to the industrial battery industry. Our
capabilities include research, product
design, development, and manufacturing specialized for the industry. Our
products range from battery accessories
and tools to battery components and
even battery factories and equipment.
The world’s favorite battery watering
tool since 1983 - the Watering Gun,
and the acclaimed Water Injectors - the
fastest and most reliable single point
watering system in the world. We also
make convenient Blinky level indicators,
Watering Carts, Deionizer Systems and
Flip- Top Vents for the well-equipped
battery room.
PowerTrack, U.S. Bank
Booth # 206

Bob Fleischman, Marketing &
Communications Director
1010 S. 7th Street, EP MN TT5C
Tel: 651-748-8995
Fax: 651-748-8993
Email: bob@braeburngraphics.com
PowerTrack® from U.S. Bank is an internet-based payment system where business-to-business trading partners can
pre-audit invoice payments, collaboratively resolve exceptions, make and
receive electronic payments, and gain
real time visibility to operations, logistics
and financial information. PowerTrack_s
ability to seamlessly integrate data from
enterprise systems not only enables
invoice payment in days, it provides a
complete information management loop
for both buyers and sellers.
Precision Software
Booth # 121

DBM

Bahar Esteghamat
101 W Grand Ave, #403
Chicago, IL 60610
Tel: 312-645-0577
Fax: 312-645-0827
Email: bahar.esteghamat@precisionsoftware.com
Precision Software is the leading
provider of fully integrated global trade
management solutions. Our solution,
TRA/X, compiles over 19+ years of
international trade and logistics product
development providing a dynamic
selection of functionality for transportation planning and execution, international trade compliance, documentation
management, and small parcel/LTL rating and manifesting. Over 900 customers in more than 45 countries
across the globe rely on TRA/X to
streamline global and domestic shipping processes.
Prime-Mover, Inc.
Booth # 208 (Industry Advisory
Council Member)

Glen Lystiuk, General Sales Manager
3305 North Highway 38
Muscatine, Iowa 52761
Tel: 563-262-7700; Toll Free: 800-5230082
Email: sales@bt-prime-mover.com
Web: www.primemover1.com
Prime-Mover is a leading manufacturer
of forklifts and materials handling equipment for the warehousing industry.
Products include BT® Hand Pallet
Trucks and Prime-Mover® brand battery-powered pallet trucks, walkie stackers, counterbalance stackers, reach
trucks and order pickers. Sales and support are provided by a world-wide network of authorized dealers. Rugged and
reliable, Prime-Mover trucks are the
right choice for tough applications.
Pyramid Control Systems
Booth # 124

Jeff Meade
700 West Pete Rose Way, Ste. 330
Cincinnati, OH 45203
Tel: 513-679-7400
Fax: 513-679-7415
Email: jmeade@pyramidcontrols.com
Pyramid Control Systems is material
handling software and electrical and
controls solutions provider. Our solutions include Conveyor/Sorter Control
Systems, WCS, Supply Chain Logistics,
RFID, Order Management, Trailer
Manifesting, Automated Print and
Apply, Graphical Diagnostics, and
Inventory Control. Pyramid has successfully installed systems nationwide
across multiple vertical industries
including retail distribution, garment
handling, manufacturing, mail-order,
food & beverage, and parcel post.
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RedPrairie
Booth # 128
(Exclusive Conference and Executive
Summit Sponsor)

Michelle Rauen, Corporate Marketing
Associate
20700 Swenson Drive
Waukesha, WI 53186
Tel: 262-317-2490
Fax: 262-317-2624
Email: michelle.rauen@redprairie.com
Web: www.redprairie.com
RedPrairie(TM) delivers a comprehensive suite of integrated logistics solutions, enabling the customer to experience real results that impact the entire
supply chain - driving out costs, reducing cycle times and increasing supply
chain velocity, while improving quality
and customer service. RedPrairie's
DigitaLogistix(TM) solutions for warehouse, transportation and productivity
management, are enhanced with components for real-time control and performance measurement.
Remstar International Inc
Booth # 201
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Ed Romaine
1 Hollow Brook Rd
Port Murray, NJ 07865
Tel: 908-832-9337
Fax: 908-310-2875
Email: eromaine@remstar.com
Remstar provides high speed and cost
efficient automated storage and
retrieval systems for picking, buffering,
consolidation, storage and sortation
systems including horizontal and vertical carousels, Shuttle Vertical Lift
Modules, inventory management software, and pick-to-light.
Siggins Company
Booth # 114

Victor Perelmuter, President
512 E. 12th Ave
North Kansas City, MO 64116
Tel: 800-383-3218
Fax: 816-421-2162
Email: sigginsinfo@siggins.net
Provides all products and services necessary to design and build material handling and storage systems for supply
chain, warehousing, and distribution
Smart Interactive Systems, Inc.
Booth # 406
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Nanette Rollo, Personal Assistant to the
CEO
36-36 33rd St
Long Island City, NY 11106
Tel: 718-706-9600
Fax:718-706-0777
Email: nrollo@smartinteractive.com
Web: www.smartinteractive.com
Smart Interactive Systems, a member of
the Magal Group, specializes in the use
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of digital video technologies and
advanced intrusion detection technologies to provide real-time video security
monitoring services. Smart monitors
sites remotely from a state-of-the-art
Command Center in New York City, providing early warning of intrusions, intervening before damage or harm can be
done and recording events for retrospective assessment, a service that is more
effective and often less costly than
guards. Visit Smart Interactive at
www.smartinteractive.com for more
information.
Softeon
Booth # 305

Alan Fathi
8133 Leesburg Pike, #570
Vienna, VA 22182
Tel: 703-356-8727
Fax: 703-356-8959
Email: afathi@softeon.com
Speedways Conveyors, Inc.
Booth # 130
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Dan Buckley
1210 East Ferry Street, Buffalo, NY 14211
Ph: 716-893-2222
Fax: 716-843-3067
Email: speedwaysdb@aol.com
Speedways produces a full line of economical power and gravity conveyors.
These lines include our new Zero
Pressure Line Shaft Conveyor displayed
on the right side of the DBM exhibit; as
well as our Heavy
Duty Pallet Flow System displayed on
the left side of the exhibit. Both systems
displayed will help revolutionize our distribution systems and offer strong benefits and savings. Whether you need
effective conveyor systems or organization for your pallets, Speedways sales
engineers will be glad to give you assistance. For over seventy-five years
Speedways has been a trusted name in
the conveyor industry.
Starrco
Booth # 403
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

John Gilmore
11 700 Fairgrove Industrial Blvd
Maryland Heights, MO 63043
Tel: 314-567-5533
Fax: 314-567-7555
Email: john@starrco.com
Web: www.starrco.com
Starrco manufactures Pre-engineered
Modular Office Systems, Cleanroom
Wall Systems, Floor to Ceiling Interior
Wall Partitions, StarrGuard Safety Rail
and Pre-assembled Portable Buildings.
Our unique structural design allows for
long clear spans without the need for
interior columns. All materials come
completely finished and require no tap-

ing, sanding or painting. Systems range
from a single office to a two-story multiple office complex.
Symbol Technologies, Inc.
Booth # 209
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Karen White
One Symbol Plaza
Holtsville, NY 11742-1300
Tel: 631-738-5184
Fax: 631-738-4645
Email: whitek@symbol.com
Symbol Technologies, Inc. (NYSE:SBL),
founded in 1975, is a global leader in
secure mobile information systems that
integrate application-specific hand-held
computers with wireless networks for
data and voice and bar code data capture. Symbol products and services
increase productivity and reduce costs
for the world's leading retailers, logistics
and transportation companies, government agencies, manufacturers and
providers of healthcare, hospitality and
security. More information is available at
www.symbol.com and
+1.800.722.6234 or +1.631.738.2400
Texas Instruments
Booth # 120
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Bill Allen
6550 Chase Oak Blvd, MS 8470
Plano, TX 75025
Tel: 214-567-2511
Fax: 214-567-2492
Email: billallen@ti.com
Web: www.ti.com
Vocollect
Booth # 401

Brande Juart, Marketing Coordinator
701 Rodi Road, Suite 200
Pittsburgh, PA 15235
Tel: 412.829.8145
Fax: 412.829.0972
Web: www.vocollect.com
Vocollect, the leading provider of voicedirected distribution systems, delivers
complete, integrated solutions to customers in a wide range of industries. Its
Talkman® terminal, a wireless, wearable
computer, provides hands-free, eyesfree™ operation for increased worker productivity and accuracy. With tens of
thousands terminals sold in over 175
sites worldwide—10 times the install
base of all other voice vendors combined—Vocollect’s experience, knowledge and expertise are unmatched.
Westfalia Technologies
Booth # 312
(Industry Advisory Council Member)

Dan Labell, President
3655 Sandhurst Drive
York, PA 17402
Tel: 717-764-1115
Fax: 717-764-1118
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Email: dlabell@westfalia.com
Westfalia Technologies is the industry
leader in providing custom Automated
Storage and Retrieval Systems, Gravity
Flow Systems, Warehouse Management
Systems, Bag and Pallet Handling
Equipment, Layer Forming and Robotic
Palletizing. Our in-house design and
manufacturing capabilities provides the
service and flexibility to customize our
products to your exact needs.
WinWare
Booth # 105

Robert Holmes
877 Franklin Rd., Ste 280
Marietta, GA 30067
Tel: 770-419-1968
Fax: 770-419-1969
Email: rholmes@wwga.com
CribMaster software, developed specifically for the
manufacturing workplace, uses bar coding to tie fast and reliable toolcrib transactions to a powerful system of tool and
MRO inventory control. With CribMaster
your organization will benefit from associating your tool usage with cost centers, reporting on activity, enabling
point-of-use distribution, reducing stockouts, automatic ordering and replenishment and much more.
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“21st Century” from page 18

some companies are still chasing
cheap labor around the globe in an
effort to hold down costs.
Many factors influence the corporate decision not to change. The
creation of a world class organization requires a substantial investment. Workers and managers must
be trained, responsibilities, and job
descriptions redefined.
Investments in HUMANWARE are
not owned by the company, as are
capital investments in hardware or
software. The return on the restructuring of work may not be evident
for a prolonged period of time.
At the core of 21st century manufacturing practices will be an educated and trained employee. The
worker must be comfortable with
the technology (read computer)
and capable of solving his or her
own problems. The basics of reading, writing, and math will not be
sufficient for the complex tasks
found in the workplace of the 21st
century. However, basic education
skills are the core and must be present to develop advanced abilities
in workers.
Skills and Competencies
In 1993, the Secretary's
Commission on Achieving
Necessary Skills (SCANS) report
was issued. It contained the results
of a comprehensive study of
employee skills needed to meet
world class standards. It defined
three foundation skills areas and
five competencies. The foundation
skills included:
1) Basics: reading, writing, mathematics, listening, and speaking;
2) Thinking Skills: creative thinking,
decision making, problem solving,
learning, and reasoning ability; and
3) Personal Skills: individual responsibility, self-esteem, sociability, selfmanagement, and integrity. The
foundation skills are absolute minimums for even the lowest level job
in a world class organization.
The five competency areas are
the hallmark of excellent workplaces. They build on the foundation skills and bridge the gap from
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the tenets of past practices to the
high service, high quality work
practices of the future. They
include: 1) Resources: Workers
schedule time, budget funds,
arrange space, or assign staff;
2) Interpersonal Skills: Competent
employees are skilled team members and teachers of new workers.
They serve customers directly and
persuade coworkers either individually or in groups. They negotiate
with others to solve problems or
reach decisions. They work comfortably with colleagues from
diverse backgrounds; and responsibly challenge existing policies and
procedures; 3) Information:
Workers are expected to identify,
assimilate, and integrate information from diverse sources. They
prepare, maintain, and interpret
quantitative and qualitative data,
convert information from one form
to another, and are comfortable
conveying information--orally and in
writing--as the need arises; 4)
Systems: Workers should understand their own tasks in the context of the work of those around
them. They understand how parts
of systems are connected, anticipate consequences, and monitor
and correct their own performance.
They can identify trends and anomalies in system performance, integrate multiple displays of data, and
link symbols with real occurrences
such as machine performance;
and 5) Technology: Technology
today is everywhere, demanding
high levels of competence in
selecting and using appropriate
tools, visualizing operations, using
technology to monitor tasks, and
maintaining and trouble shooting
complex equipment.
These five competencies apply
across industries and organizations. They apply to the factory
worker, the nurse, the government
worker, the garbage collector, and
the executive.
Transforming the workplace, be it
a hospital, a factory, a city street
department, or a bank, requires a
restructuring that empowers
employees and lessens supervision
and bureaucracy. The critical com52

ponent is an educated and trainable employee. The challenge is
obvious: How do we prepare this
workforce? There are many barriers to the process. For example, 25
% of America's youth do not complete high school. Another 50 %
complete high school, but, do not
complete college. About 75 % of
the workers of the 21st century are
already out of the education system and in the current workforce.
Traditional corporate training
resources are generally invested in
college educated employees.
The American system of education, comprised of school- to- work
transition, vocational training, and
retraining must be converted. We
must educate all students to a high
standard of excellence. Lifelong
learning must move from the status of a buzzword to a norm for all
workers. For the 75 % of our youth
who will not complete college,
training needs and the school- toemployment systems must be
established. Business and industry
must become partners with the
workforce preparation system and
create a common agenda of
action. Support for the at risk-students, who frequently become
dependent on others, must be
intensified and integrated with
community human service organizations.
America's economic health and
prosperity rest with our ability to
revitalize our institutions. As parents, educators, corporations and
employees, the challenge is ours.
The status quo is not an option if
America is to maintain its manufacturing base into the 21st century.
About the Author...
Rick Titone is an international consultant and
educator and president of the Why How
Consulting Company in Clifton, New Jersey.
He has provided consultative and educational
services for clients in eleven foreign countries
in both Europe and Asia, and has had over 20
articles and papers published. He has been a
speaker at 10 of the past 12 APICS
International Conferences and 3 World
Congresses. He holds a Bachelor of Science
Degree in Industrial Management from
Rutgers University and is on the faculty of
Bloomfield College where he teaches undergraduate courses in Materials Management.
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Start making plans to attend DBM2004

At the Navy Pier, June 14-16, 2004

...It promises to be the
BIGGEST and BEST
event

EVER!

Preliminary Floor Plan, DBM2004 – Navy Pier, Chicago

The world of distribution center management will meet at DBM’04 in
Chicago, June 14-16, 2004 in Hall B of the Navy Pier.
All vertical markets from retail, food, pharmaceutical to the
wine and spirits industry will have key management present.

If you are in the distribution industry,
do not miss the 12th annual world conference, DBM04!
For information about exibiting or attending DBM04 call 717-295-0033
or e-mail: dbminfo@dbm-assoc.com or on our website ar www.dcenter.com
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Circle Number 87

Industry Article:

Circle of
Excellence
Award
Each year the Distribution Business Management Association
honors a company in a particular industry segment with its
Circle of Excellence Award. The award recognizes the company’s adherence to the highest standards of quality and technology, and its leadership in providing an environmentally responsible supply-chain model. This article is based on an address
made by Judy Marks, President, Lockheed Martin Distribution
Technologies, following the awarding of the Circle of Excellence,
thie year the award focused on the defense industry.

Lockheed Martin –
Making a Supply Chain Difference
By Judy F. Marks, President
Lockheed Martin Distribution Technologies

I

n the 21st century, no company is an
island. We are all intimately connected with our supply chain partners—
large and small. Thus, it’s not enough for
one link in the chain to achieve quality and
excellence. The whole chain must do so.
A company like Lockheed Martin has to
set the standards. We set them high, and
expect our suppliers to rise to them. We
help them do that by our example and by
freely sharing our knowledge, resources,
and best practices.
Lockheed Martin is a global enterprise
involved in the research, design, development, manufacture, and integration of
advanced technology systems, products,
and services. Core businesses are sys-

tems integration, space systems, aeronautics, and technology services. We’re a
team of 125,000 people with $24 billion in
annual sales.
Our corporate vision is: "To be the
world’s best advanced technology systems integrator."
Our purpose is: "To achieve Mission
Success by attaining total customer satisfaction and meeting all our commitments."
What is Mission Success? It is first and
foremost the result of a collaborative
effort. We can't hope to meet our commitments and satisfy customers all by ourselves. Mission Success equates with
world-class performance that we achieve

Left to right Keith Helferich, Ph.D., Michigan Central University, Amy Thorn, Executive Director, DBM Assoc.,
Judy Marks, President, Lockheed Martin Distribution Technologies, Jim Topping, National Chair, American
Red Cross, Jack Thorn, Chair, DBM Association.
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together with our suppliers through quality supply chain management.
Only a quality supply chain can deliver
what our customers need: High quality
products, low cost, and on-time delivery.
By working closely with key suppliers, we
can constantly improve our products,
drive down costs, and meet customers'
expectations.
What do we value?
Everything we do at Lockheed Martin
starts with a deep commitment to
advancing society. A key to that commitment is our goal of achieving environmental excellence. We reach beyond mere
compliance – not because we have to but
because we're dedicated to following
environmentally sound business practices
throughout the world.
Our ethical principles and values line up
closely with the Circle of Excellence standards. For example:
Consistency. Our supplier terms and conditions apply across the corporation. They
include compliance with Federal
Acquisition Regulations and environmental laws. They address key issues such as
hazardous material identification, notice of
radioactive materials, ozone-depleting
substances, and toxic chemical release
reporting.
Integrity. It is our practice "To say precisely what we mean, and to deliver what and
when we promise. To be willing to raise
and address difficult issues that may
affect safety, performance, or legal
responsibility. To forthrightly admit error
and make amends where appropriate." To
that end, all our employees take part in
eight core compliance courses, including
annual ethics training.
Responsibility -- We are responsible and
accountable for the success of projects
we undertake. Consider for example the
Joint Strike Fighter project. The Defense
Department places a premium on managing suppliers to help control costs
throughout the aircraft's life cycle. We
stepped up to the plate by deploying supplier relationship management software.
Engineers on the project can use this software to view specifications and easily
locate parts that have been selected.
Commitment. When we undertake an initiative, we do so wholeheartedly. Our
Energy, Environment, Safety and Health
program provides an example. It's a corporate-wide program designed to ensure
that we use energy wisely, protect the
environment, and safeguard the health
and welfare of our employees and communities.
Leadership. Through Corporate
Leadership meetings and training, we
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build common values and vision within
the corporation. We also strive to lead the
industries in which we operate. For example, we are one of four founding members of the EXOSTAR aerospace trade
exchange. It allows the aerospace and
defense industry to buy and sell on a
common exchange to help achieve standardized systems, increase efficiency, and
reduce cost throughout the supply chain.
Excellence. We focus on quality products
and excellent performance, whether we
act as a prime contractor or as supplier to
other companies – who may even be our
competitors.
Environment, Health, and
Safety Culture
As mentioned earlier, a key corporatewide initiative at Lockheed Martin is:
Energy, Environment, Safety and Health,
or EESH for short. The EESH mission has
four main components:
• Protect employees and the
environment.
• Comply with laws and regulations at
all times.
•Build and develop cost-effective solutions.
•Reduce energy costs and pre
serve natural resources by adhering to a
"Buy Smart, Use Less" policy.
An initiative like EESH can't reach its
potential unless it is communicated successfully to every stakeholder. To that end,
Lockheed Martin sponsors internal
Leadership Conferences for EESH managers. This helps business unit leaders
communicate and share issues, concerns,
successes and best practices.
At the corporate level, Lockheed Martin
sponsors EESH awards to recognize sites
and individuals for accomplishments and
for leadership. An EESH Web site on our
corporate intranet serves as an information resource. It provides guidance modules, safety initiatives, best practices,
training resources, performance results,
corporate requirements, and links to regulations.
We also take steps to drive the EESH initiative into the supply chain. The EESH
program collaborates with our Corporate
Shared Services Global Supply Chain
Management organization. Our terms and
conditions for suppliers address compliance with environmental, safety, and
health regulations.
Many of these initiatives are collaborative efforts with our national government,
which is also a major customer. The
focus continues to evolve, and we are
committed to energy, environment, safety,
and health initiatives for the long term.
The following are a few examples of past

successes:
• Seven Lockheed Martin companies
have been named to the EPA’s National
Environmental Performance Track. That
program recognizes companies that take
a systematic approach to environmental
responsibilities, work to reduce and prevent pollution, and are good corporate
neighbors.
• We take part in the EPA’s EnergyStar
program, which recognizes energy-efficient products and energy-efficient buildings.
• Lockheed Martin is a charter member
of WasteWise, an EPA program that
encourages companies to reduce solid
waste.
• We took part in the EPA's Green Lights
program before it was phased out a few
years ago. From 1991 to 1996, we upgraded lighting in more than 6.5 million square
feet of floor space, saved 18 million kilowatt-hours of electricity per year, and cut
carbon dioxide emissions by 28 million
pounds.
• Lockheed Martin was one of five
founding corporations in Climate Wise, an
EPA and Department of Energy program
seeking voluntary reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.
• As part of the EPA’s Industrial Toxics
33/50 Program, we worked to reduce
releases and offsite transfers of 17 highpriority toxic chemicals.
With these experiences, we are in a
strong position to share best practices
that help our supply chain partners save
energy, prevent pollution, waste less,
recycle more.
We also collaborate with our peers in
industry. Lockheed Martin is a member of
the Global Environmental Management
Initiative (GEMI), a non-profit group with
39 members and one mission: To help
businesses work together to achieve environmental, health and safety excellence.
We are also a member of the Pew
Center on Global Climate Change
Business Environmental Leadership
Council. The council's 36 companies are
looking for ways to address global climate
change by reducing emissions and
deploying more efficient technologies.

Putting it into practice:
The Joint Strike Fighter
The recent Department of Defense contract award for the United States Air Force
Joint Strike Fighter provides a good example of how sound policies and collaborative relationships can improve performance through the whole supply chain.
Our contract for the Joint Strike Fighter is
a $19 billion program to build 21 super59

sonic stealth fighters by late 2008. It's the
first installment of what could amount to a
$200 billion program for 3,000 jet fighters
over a 40-year period.
The Design for Environment initiative –
supported by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency – played an important
role in winning this contract for Lockheed
Martin's Aeronautics Company. Also
instrumental were:
• Our LM21 Operating Excellence initiatives in Lean Manufacturing, which
include the communication of best practices from individual businesses to others
across the corporation.
• The Six Sigma business process,
which improves quality and reduces cost
by applying scientific methods to reduce
variation in processes.
• A supply chain collaboration system

“In the 21st century, no company is an island.” -

that
allPresident,
project Lockheed
partnersMartin
together and
Judy ties
Marks,
Distribution
Technologies
lets
our project
managers and the
Defense Department track progress on a
daily basis in real time.
The LM21 initiative is a stellar example
for an operating excellence case study.
Each operating company across the
Corporation has deve- loped and implemented an LM21 deployment plan that
includes action to capture savings of at
least $3.7 billion by the end of 2002. The
supply chain is one of five areas targeted
for gaining savings.
In 1999, the first full year in which LM21
savings were tracked, the Corporation
captured more than a billion dollars in
steady state savings, and the total amount
was roughly two times expectations. By
the end of 2001, the Corporation captured

steady state savings that exceeded $3 billion. This year – the benchmark year for
LM21 – we are targeting nearly $4 billion
in annual, steady state savings. Beyond
2002, we are targeting a 3 percent cost
takeout year-over-year.
But the Real Winner is Our
Customer.
In 2001, nearly 45 percent of the LM21
savings were returned to customers
through cost-reimbursable business or in
pricing of products. And, 45 percent of
the savings resulted in cost avoidances to
the benefit of both customers and the
Corporation. In addition, roughly 10 percent of these gains benefited shareholders through reserve enhancement and
increased earnings.
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company
is based at Air Force Plant #4 in Fort
Worth, Texas. The company, along with
team members Northrop Grumman and
BAE Systems, recently won the System
Development and Demonstration contract
for the Joint Strike Fighter, which is
designed to replace the F-16 and several
other military aircraft.
It takes a well-integrated supply chain to
produce such a capable aircraft, especially
on an aggressive development schedule
and with very prescriptive cost targets. In
addition, the government is buying a management commitment for total responsibility for the aircraft over its life cycle.
One hidden component of aircraft lifecycle cost is the year-to-year maintenance
cost related to hazardous materials. This
is a key reason for the Design for
Environment approach applied to the
Joint Strike Fighter. Under Design for
Environment, components are selected
based on their long-term environmental
impact. Selection is also based on the lifecycle costs of the hardware as well as the
costs of consumable materials required to
support that hardware.
A large percentage of the Joint Strike
Fighter aircraft and systems will be fabricated by suppliers. It's crucial for suppliers
to understand Design for Environment
and aggressively design hazardous materials out of their hardware.
To that end, Lockheed Martin
Aeronautics put standard language into all
suppliers' contracts that places limits on
the materials they are allowed to use. If
they want to use a material we are trying
to eliminate, they have to ask our permission. This commits us and our suppliers
to a supply chain management process
that goes beyond compliance and generates long-term life-cycle cost savings for
our customer.
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics is also
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working with suppliers to deliver less
expensive hardware. As the Joint Strike
Fighter moves toward production, we will
meet with critical, high-value suppliers to
investigate collaborative research and
development efforts that might help us
choose materials that cost less in the long
run.
Pollution prevention at every step is integral to Design for Environment. We have
learned a great deal about pollution prevention in our own operations. Naturally,
we share what we know with subcontractors. For example, we have found that by
cleaning tubes with water-based cleaners
instead of volatile solvents, we can get
not only better-quality tubes but better
return on investment. We have also
increased packaging efficiency and
reduced waste by changing to smaller kit
sizes for paints and sealants, and by distributing those materials to the production
lines in the exact amounts needed. When
we share these improvements with our
suppliers, they share the benefits. So
does our customer.
We have also put in place across the
supply chain a Hazardous Materials
Management Program. It oversees all hazardous material usage in our own and
suppliers' facilities.
Taken together, these practices will lead

to production of a Joint Strike Fighter that
includes all the latest fighting technology,
while using the most environmentally sensitive components and supplies throughout its life cycle. Thanks to the LM21 initiative, we will easily communicate these
best practices across Lockheed Martin.
And we'll be able to apply them to projects we undertake with suppliers in the
future.
The results of the Joint Strike Fighter
project are impressive. The impacts are
far-reaching. None of it would have been
possible without a strong set of guiding
values and principles embraced by all the
supply chain participants.
Success in business is not measured by
awards. It's measured in tangible results.
When we maximize supply chain performance, and when we do it in ways that
save energy, help the environment, and
keep people safe and healthy, tangible
benefits come naturally. They include:
• Reduced costs.
• Improved customer service.
• Higher-quality products.
• Greater productivity.
• Increased market share.
And in the bargain, a better world,
stronger communities, and higher quality
of life for everyone.

Congratulations to Kraft Foods the 2003
Circle of Excellence Award Winner
This year’s prestigious Circle of Excellence Award is being
presented to Kraft Foods for excellence in the food industry.
The award ceremony will be held at the DBM03 Conference on
June 17, 2003 in Las Vegas, Nevada.
As a recognized symbol of quality, the Circle of Excellence
Award is presented by the Distribution, Business, Management
Association (DBM) to leading companies in various industries,
who represent the highest standards of quality and provide a
model for all businesses. Moreover, it signifies the important
attributes and characteristics of Consistency, Integrity,
Responsibility, Commitment, Leadership and Excellence which
the people in an organization exhibit and uphold.
Past award recipients include the following companies:
• 2002 Lockheed Martin for excellence in government
logistics.
• 2001 Coors Brewing Company for excellence in the
beverage sector.
• 2000 Roadway for excellence in the trucking sector.
• 1999 Sears & Roebuck for excellence in the retail sector.
• 1998 UPS for Global Supply Chain Management.
• 1997 Mercedes Benz for Excellence in Manufacturing.
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DBMJ
Spotlight On Education & Research:
A quarterly review of leading educational and research institutions in the field of
distribution, logistics, and supply chain management.

Logistics and
Supply Chain
Management
Education at Iowa
State University
By Dr. Michael Crum, Professor of Transportation and Logistics
Iowa State University, Ames, IA

hartered in 1854 and officially opened in 1869, Iowa
State University of Science
and Technology was the nation’s
first land grant university. Of the
university’s many achievements
and contributions to society, perhaps the most noteworthy is that
the Atanasoff-Berry Computer, the
first electronic digital computer,
was invented at Iowa State during
the late 1930s.
Today, Iowa State has nearly
28,000 graduate and undergraduate students, and is ranked among
"The Top 50 Public National
Universities" by U.S. News & World
Report. The College of Business,
established in 1984, is the newest
and third largest of eight colleges
on campus with an enrollment
exceeding 4,000 students.
Approximately 1,600 students
have been admitted to the professional programs while the remainder are completing the prerequisite coursework. Construction of a
new state of the art facility for the
College of Business is underway,
with the Gerdin Business Building
due to open during the fall of
2003.
Transportation and Logistics is
one of eight professional undergraduate degree programs offered
by the College of Business. The
Transportation and Logistics program also participates in the college’s full-time and part-time MBA
programs, as well as an interdisciplinary Master of Science in
Transportation program with the
Departments of Civil Engineering
and Community & Regional
Planning. The program is housed
in the Department of Logistics,
Operations, and Management
Information Systems.
ISU’s program was ranked ninth
among all North American university transportation and logistics programs (both business and engineering-based) by a study published in the Journal of Business
Logistics. The transportation component of the program was

C
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ranked second in overall quality
among North American university
transportation and logistics programs.
Degree Programs
ISU has approximately 175 undergraduate students, mostly juniors
and seniors, majoring in
Transportation and Logistics. An
estimated 55-60% of graduates
go to work for manufacturers and
distributors in a variety of industries and in a wide range of positions such as materials managers,
distribution center managers,
inventory analysts, and transportation managers. Around 40-45% of
graduates go to work for carriers
and third party logistics service
providers, mostly as operations
managers, customer service and
marketing managers, and analysts.
Business Logistics is one of the
core courses required of all business students at Iowa State. There
are two universities in the country
believed to require logistics in their
business core at this time. Thus,
one gets a sense of the importance the business school places
on logistics education.
Beyond the core course,
Transportation and Logistics
majors currently are required to
take two courses, Advanced
Logistics Management and
Transportation Economics, along
with four electives. Advanced
Logistics Management is a quantitative course that builds upon the
conceptual material covered in the
core course, Business Logistics.
Students develop the ability to utilize analytical tools and methods in
making decisions about inventory
levels and location, the number
and location of warehouses/distribution centers, purchasing transportation service, and order fulfillment strategies. Transportation
Economics examines the economic, operational, and service characteristics of the various modes of
transportation, from the perspectives of both carriers and their customers.
Based upon their specific career
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interests, students choose four
electives from among the following courses (at least two must be
from the first five listed courses):
• Purchasing Management
• International Transportation and
Logistics
• Transportation Carrier
Management
• Transportation and Public Policy
• Transportation and Logistics
Issues
• Decision Models for Business
• Manufacturing Planning and
Control
• Competitive Manufacturing
Management
• Electronic Commerce
New Supply Chain
Emphasis
However, there is a major change
coming! The faculty recently
approved a significant revision of
the curriculum based on a thorough review of how leading companies define and organize logistics in the context of the integrated
supply chain. Based on this review
and discussions with corporate
friends of the program, a curriculum has been developed that will
provide the skill sets students
need early in their careers, and the
bigger-picture understanding of
how successful, integrated supply
chains function. Implementation
of the new curriculum is planned
for fall 2003.
The new curriculum, Logistics
and Supply Chain Management,
will have five required courses:
•Advanced Logistics
Management
•Transportation Economics
•Purchasing and Supply
Management
•Demand Management (new
course)
•Supply Chain Strategies (new
course)
Demand Management will focus
on the firm’s relationship and interaction with the customer. Topics
will include: forecasting methods,
finished goods distribution/customer demand, after sales service
support, customer relationship
64

management, customer service, ecommerce, distribution channels,
and collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment.
Supply Chain Strategies will be a
capstone course that integrates
the material in the other required
courses. The course will make
heavy use of case studies, team
projects and presentations, "live"
cases, and industry speakers.
Additionally, students will be
required to select at least one
course from the following:
•International Transportation and
Logistics
•Transportation Carrier
Management
•Supply Chain Information
Systems (new course)
•Warehouse Management (new
course)
•Manufacturing Planning and
Control
Similar changes are being developed at the graduate level. Soon
MBA students will be able to pursue a specialization in supply chain
management.
Finally, the educational efforts on
campus are enhanced and greatly
enriched by a very strong internship/co-op program. The motto or
guiding philosophy of the College
of Business is "Linking Theory with
Practice," and its goal is to provide
a professional experience opportunity for every student. Last year,
more than 700 business students
had an internship or co-op. An
estimated two-thirds of the
Transportation and Logistics
majors have at least one internship
or co-op experience before they
graduate. Additionally, many students work part-time in logistics
positions for local companies, and
many have completed independent study projects with companies for academic credit.
Research and outreach
Research and outreach are
important aspects of a faculty
member’s job for several reasons.
First, they are important to the professional development of a faculty
member. Faculty members keep

current in their field by conducting research on the
most relevant and timely issues, and through their
interactions with industry leaders. These activities
make the faculty better teachers! Second, students
are often included in these activities, adding to their
learning and professional development. Finally, these
are the primary means by which the university contributes to the expansion of knowledge and to the
application of that knowledge for the betterment of
society.
Outreach activities take many forms. ISU faculty
members are actively engaged in presenting seminars
and workshops, continuing education courses,
applied research for companies and professional organizations, composing professional publications, and
service to professional societies and organizations.
ISU faculty currently hold or have held positions at
the national or regional level with the following professional organizations: American Society of
Transportation and Logistics, Council of Logistics
Management, Defense Transportation Association,
Delta Nu Alpha Transportation Fraternity, Distribution
Business Management Association, Transportation
and Public Utilities Group of the American Economics
Association, and Transportation Research Forum.
The Transportation and Logistics faculty at Iowa
State is very active in research and outreach.
According to an on-going study published in
Transportation Journal, ISU ranked third among North
American universities in published research articles
over the last 20 years. Two of the faculty members
are among the top five who have published in the two
highest-ranked academic journals, and another is
ranked eleventh. The six full-time and one adjunct faculty members have published more than 225 research
articles in peer-reviewed academic journals, and generated more than $6.0 million in research grants.
Some examples of recent sponsored research and
outreach projects include:
•Preventive maintenance improvement and capacity
strategy (for a truckload carrier);
•An analysis of factors affecting driver retention and
development of decision tools for dispatchers to
improve driver retention (for a truckload carrier);
•Determining the influence of motor carrier scheduling practices on driver fatigue (for the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration of the U.S. DOT);
•An investigation of optimal air fares in central Iowa
(for the Des Moines International Airport);
•Estimating the costs of frequent flyer miles for the
U.S. airline industry (for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration);
•A study of national freight capacity for the next century (for the Transportation Research Board of the
National Academy of Sciences);
•Determining the potential of Des Moines as a transportation and international trade center (Iowa DOT and

Des Moines Chamber of Commerce);
•Developing a multi-modal investment analysis
methodology (for the Iowa DOT);
•An assessment of third-party logistics services in
Canada (for the Social Sciences & Humanities
Research Council of Canada);
•Preparing publications on leading-edge management trends in transportation (for Deloitte & Touche –
publications available free of charge at
www.deloitte.com);
•Assessing emerging trends and issues in temperature-controlled logistics (for C.H. Robinson Worldwide
– annual Temperature Controlled Logistics Report
available free of charge at www.chrobinson.com).
For More Information
Information about the resources, services, and capabilities of the logistics and supply chain management
program at Iowa State University can be obtained by
contacting either of the following individuals:

Dr. Richard Poist, Chairman and Professor
Department of Logistics, Operations, and
Management Information Systems
rpoist@iastate.edu
515-294-3659
Dr. Michael Crum
Professor of Transportation and Logistics
mcrum@iastate.edu
515-294-8105
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Industry Article:

Panama's Free
Trade Zone
Enhances
Supply-Chain
Logistics
A major new expansion at Colon provides for dutyfree manufacturing and value-added processes,
as well as multi-modal transportation across the
isthmus and into important growing markets
Based on a presentation at DBM Conference by Arthur W. McKinney,
President and CEO, McKinney and Co., Ashland, VAK
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anama's unique geographic
position for distribution
into the Americas and
beyond is enhanced by much
more than the canal that links two
oceans. Also contributing to the
country's reputation as the "axis of
the Americas" is a major new
expansion and refocusing of the
free trade zone at Colon (at the
northern end of the canal), and an
extensive modernization and
expansion of Panama's entire
transportation infrastructure. As a
result, distributors, shippers, and
manufacturers are provided with
significant opportunities for
improving global supply-chain
logistics. And, providing facilities
for manufacturing and final valueadded activities paves the way for
just-in-time logistics close to final
destination markets. All within a
tax-free, duty free environment.
The expansion to the existing
free trade zone is known by the
acronym CEMIS, which stands for
the Spanish phrase Centro
Multimodal Industrial y de
Servicios, or, translated, Multi
Modal Industrial and Service
Center. The center is multi-modal
because in addition to servicing
shipping vessels that transit the
canal, it provides easy access to
air, rail, and truck transportation.
Furthermore, not only does CEMIS
provide access to multi-modal
transportation service, it also

P
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Art McKinney, CEO McKinney-USA

encompasses value-adding manufacturing and service facilities.
A Paradigm Shift
CEMIS represents a fundamental
shift in the economic model of the
Colon Free Trade Zone, which had
originally been dedicated to
regional trading of finished goods.
Now, with the expansion, the
focus has shifted to multimodalbased value added activities.
The model for Panama's role in
international logistics has also
changed. Traditionally its commercial role has been in facilitating
through-canal traffic. The benefits
of this model have been well
known. For example, a ship traveling from New York to San
Francisco saves 7,872 miles by
using the Panama Canal, instead
of going around South America.
Now, however, Panama has also
become a central point for global
supply chain logistics.
Still another model change concerns the way international trade
is conducted. Ten years ago,
international trade was transacted
mainly among different continents. Today, this trade is normally carried out between countries

located within the same continent.
Such trade has become regional
and has been concentrated in
blocs such as the European
Union, NAFTA, and the Asian FreeTrade Agreement.
Ten years ago, orders were
placed by fax. Today, they are
sent on the Internet, a tool that
will continue to revolutionize the
manner in which business is transacted, and the way consumers are
connected directly with vendors,
in real-time and order-by-order.
Fifteen years ago, fuels, minerals, and footstock represented
almost 40% of all international
trade. Today, their participation
has been reduced to 20%, since
manufacturing and value-added
services are powering commercial
trading.
In 1990, Canada and the U.S.
were just beginning to integrate.
Today, NAFTA, with the presence
of Mexico, has already exceeded
$1,400 billion in international trade
(over 1/4 of all international trade),
and has turned into the world's
largest importer. Additionally, its
internal trade levels exceed $582
billion.

made in three port terminals on
the northern (Atlantic) side: The
Manzanillo International Terminal,
which accounted for 55% of the
port of Panama's throughput volume last year; Colon Container
Terminal; and the Port of Cristobal,
which handles most international
cargo to be transferred to the
Colon Free Trade Zone, and also
contains a passenger cruise terminal. Another investment is represented by the port of Balboa on
the southern or Pacific side of the
isthmus. Together these four
ports represent over 1 million
moves per year, and over $560
million in investments, with an
additional $306 million in ongoing
expansion.
Other investments include a
modernized and refurbished
Panama Canal Railway Company
and the Colon International
Airport. All these facilities are part
of the primary infrastructure in
which goods do more than just
move through the canal. At certain locations, goods pause in
their global maritime transit and
exit the canal for value-added processing.

Developments in Panama
During the last decade, Panama's
primary transportation infrastructure has been modernized and
expanded significantly. Growing
capital investments have been

The CEMIS Strategy:
CEMIS provides a modern,
100% duty- and tax-free business
environment. Planned and developed in conjunction with the
Colon International Airport, it pro-

Recent investments in Panama’s transportation infrastructure include: Manzanillo International Terminal
(MIT), Colon Container Terminal, Port of Cristobal, Port of Balboa (Pacific side of Isthmus), refurbished
Panama Canal Railway Company, Colon International Airport, and the expansion (CEMIS) to the existing free
trade zone.
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vides direct, in-bond access to
air, rail, ground, and maritime
transportation. Several cross continental, fiber-optic trunk lines
have been installed. In addition
to commercial facilities, the
development includes a cruise ship port which opened
in 2000 and is experiencing significant bookings.
CEMIS is a master-planned corporate and industrial community
or park of 292 hectares (app.
721.5 acres). The layout provides intermodal linkages to all of
the transportation facilities and
the existing Colon Free Trade
Zone. The park is configured
into seven interconnected use
zones. It provides a range of
options for users, from greenfield development sites to fully
operated shell corporations and
3rd party facilities. The entire
area is a duty-free bonded zone
with the additional incentive of
0% income tax. The use zones
are as follows:
I. Corporate core--An office and
technology environment with
direct airport-terminal
exposure.
II. Incubator and multi-tenant
facilities--A complete menu of
development options from
greenfield sites to full shelter
corporations and 3rd party operations.
III. Technology and logistics (air
emphasis)--High-density, largescale buildings in an
organized circulation configuration with direct access to air terminals.
IV. Traditional distribution and
support facilities--A transitional
area for medium to small
buildings with direct off-loop

access to the air emphasis zone.
V. Truck terminal--Future area
for relocation of existing trucking
facilities.
VI. Heavy cargo and container
logistics--Multimodal logistics
area with direct access to
maritime ports, railroad and airport, with an emphasis toward
heavy freight logistics.
VII. Expansion of traditional
free-zone operations--Expansion
area for the high-density
development of warehouse, dis tribution, and logistics facilities
for the expansion of existing, traditional free-zone trading and distribution.
•Industries targeted for location
in the value-added sector fall
into the following categories:
•High technology manufacturing
and assembly
•Packaging and printing
•Call centers and data centers
•Life science and biotechnology
•Pharmaceuticals
•Traditional free zone uses
(distribution of finished goods)

Role of the New Railway
A newly modernized and refurbished railway is in place to provide overland shipping of containers and passengers between the
Pacific and Atlantic ports at the
two ends of the canal. The new
Panama Canal Railway Company
(PCRC) provides a complementary
service to the canal, and offers a
transit option. Ships dedicated to
either Pacific or Atlantic routes, or
those having navigational restrictions, as well as others, can drop
their containers at the appropriate
port (Balboa on the Pacific side or
Colon on the Carribean), and use
the rail connection to move them
across the land mass.
In many cases, this
approach can help
ocean-going vessels
with fixed routes
improve their
economies of operation. Each PCRC railcar has a container
well that can accommodate doublestacked containers.
Refrigerated cars also
can be accommodated.
Panama Canal Railway Company (PRCR) provides complementary
The train trip across
service to the canal. Ships dedicated to Pacific or Atlantic routes can
transfer their containers at an approprite port and use th rail connection the isthmus is about
to move across the land mass.
1-1/2 hours. A full
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he CEMIS free trade zone expansion represents a
major shift to value-added activities including manufacturing.

discharge and load operation
takes about 2 hours, and a full
ship-to-ship cycle is expected to
take about 4 hours. In contrast,
it takes a vessel 8 to 9 hours to
cross the canal. Using the railway can thus offer significant
time savings. However, in general the railway is not expected to
compete with the canal, but
rather to complement it and provide a transport option in certain
cases. Paralleling the canal during most of its route, each train
provides a seamless, bonded,
land-based "pipeline" between
the two ends of the canal.
Cruise business is growing at
Panama, and accordingly the railway provides a special service
for cruise passengers. A number
of cruise ships arrive at Cristobal,
Colon, but do not go down the
canal. The PCRC provides excursion passenger trains to bring
tourists down to the Pacific side
and back, while their ship
remains docked at Colon.
A Global Supply Chain
Model
The free zone in Panama provides for 100% tax-free status,
not simply duty-free. There are
zero taxes on income, including
that derived from value-added
services.
With a fiber optic trunk line in
place, CEMIS provides a data
transmission system unequaled in
Latin America. And, joint ventur-

ing with a leading communications company will result in affordable, state-of-the-art data transfer
systems to all facilities throughout
the CEMIS development, with a
full menu of integrated communication solutions.
In order to develop an international industrial, logistics, and services center, the following requirements must be met:
• Access to numerous destinations with frequent transportation schedules
• Competitive freight rates
• Access to a port or airport of
international standards
• Safe cargo environment
Efficient handling, management,
and storage of cargo
Available area for storing inventory and an efficient inventory control system

Free Trade Environment
CEMIS fulfills these require ments, and provides users of the
center with potential benefits
such as:
•Opening and penetration of new
markets, by granting easier,
faster, and cheaper approaches
to customers.
• Reduced cargo damage.
• More customer services.
• Reduced cargo handling costs
because of the greater volumes
of merchandise accommodated
• More efficient production
facilities
Advantages Provided By
Panama Itself Include The
Following:
National component required in
goods exported to U.S. and
Canadian markets is only 20% (in
contrast, for example, with a

50% requirement in Mexico)
Panamanian raw materials and
supplies can be incorporated in
exports to U.S. and Canada without paying duties
U.S. and Canada can import
duty-free machinery and equipment from Panama
Income tax exemptions are
available
Today the Colon Free Trade
Zone is the second largest in the
world. With the CEMIS development and the accompanying
strong banking and financial
infrastructure in Panama, it has
the potential for being the largest
in the future. The bottom line is
that a secure, multi-modal, valueadding business platform has
been created in Panama to
accommodate the convergence
of goods from throughout the
world.

“It’s not Just about
handling material better.
It’s about handling

customers better.”
Our wireless networks and mobile data
capture devices collect and transmit
data the instant it changes along the
supply chain. The results are reduced
supply chain costs, more productive
workers and happier customers. Stop
by Booth 212 at DBM 2003 or visit us
at http://go.symbol.com/4477 or call
1.800.722.6234.
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“LXE

people t a l k ed me

thr ough it ,

walked me thr ough it,
and they made sure it w o r k s . ”
—Ronald Stephens, Project Manager, Atlanta, Georgia

To k n o w us
is to k n o w

ser vice .

It’ s customer comments like this that won LXE the Mobile Star A
war d™
for “best customer satisfaction” in mobile hardwar
e. Our service professionals
go out of their way every day to provide the kind of customer and technical support users
of our rugged wireless data collection solutions really appreciate. For more than 30 years, we’ve
been developing data collection products that have helped thousands of IT, operations, warehouse
and distribution managers improve productivity, accuracy and control of their supply chain execution
and logistics processes.
And since LXE’s wireless computing products suppor t Cisco Aironet and Agere’s ORiNOCO
advanced security features—including Cisco's LEAP™and Dynamic WEP—our solutions are as
secure as they are reliable .
For your “Secur e Wireless Solutions” white paper
, call 1-800-664-4593 or email
us at info@lx e .com. Or visit our Web site at www.lx e .com.
All brand and product names are trademarks of their respective owners.
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